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Abstract

Three-dimensional tele-immersive (3DTI) environments have great potential to promote collaborative work among geographically distributed participants. However, extensive application of 3DTI environments is still hindered by the problems pertaining to scalability, manageability and reliance of special-purpose components. Most existing 3DTI systems either do not provide multi-party connectivity or require dedicated resources. Thus, one critical question is how to organize the acquisition, transmission and display of large volume real-time 3D visual data over commercially available computing and networking infrastructures so that “everybody” would be able to install and enjoy 3DTI environments for high quality tele-collaboration.

In the thesis, we explore the design space from the angle of multi-stream Quality-of-Service (QoS) management to support multi-party 3DTI communication. In 3DTI environments, multiple correlated 3D video streams are deployed to provide a comprehensive representation of the physical scene. Traditional QoS approach in 2D and single-stream scenario has become inadequate. On the other hand, the existence of multiple streams provides unique opportunity for QoS provisioning. Previous work mostly concentrated on compression and adaptation techniques on the per stream basis while ignoring the application layer semantics and the coordination required among streams.

As the result of research, we propose an innovative cross-layer hierarchical and distributed multi-stream management middleware framework for QoS provisioning to fully enable multi-party 3DTI communication over general delivery infrastructure. The major contributions of our management framework are as follows. First, we introduce the view model for repre-
senting the user interest in the application layer. The design of the management framework revolves around the concept of view-aware multi-stream coordination, which leverages the central role of view semantics in 3D free-viewpoint video systems. Second, in the stream differentiation layer we present the design of view to stream mapping, where a subset of relevant streams are selected based on the relative importance of each stream to the current view. Conventional streaming controllers focus on a fixed set of streams specified by the application. Different from all the others, in our management framework the application layer only specifies the view information while the underlying controller dynamically determines the set of streams to be managed. Third, in the stream coordination layer we present two designs applicable in different situations. In the case of end-to-end 3DTI communication, a learning-based controller is embedded which provides bandwidth allocation for relevant streams. In the case of multi-party 3DTI communication, we propose a novel ViewCast protocol to coordinate the multi-stream content dissemination upon an end-system overlay network. Finally, we embed 3DTI session management in the framework which facilitates the session initialization, resource registration, and membership maintenance.

We implement the prototype of multi-stream management framework and evaluate it through both simulation and real 3DTI session among tele-immersive environments residing in different institutions across the Internet2. Our experimental results have demonstrated the implementation feasibility and performance enhancement of the management framework.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The work of multi-stream management middleware framework is motivated by the provision of Quality-of-Service (QoS) to support three-dimensional tele-immersive (3DTI) environments under general and often limited system resources. In this chapter, we introduce our research motivations, review currently available solutions, present the overview of the management framework, and summarize the major contributions. Finally, we outline the rest of the thesis.

1.1 Motivation

3DTI environments have great potential to promote collaborative work among geographically distributed participants. Earlier research efforts ([50, 17, 28, 42]) have illustrated possible applications of 3DTI environments in various areas such as scientific research, medical science, artistic performance, education, physical therapy, training and entertainment, where a higher level of spatial interactivity is desired. Meanwhile, end-devices (e.g., 3D cameras and displays) that make the tele-immersive edge applications possible are becoming more available and deployable due to advance in hardware. Consequently, there have been various efforts to create tele-conferencing and tele-immersive environments (e.g., [10, 15, 20, 39, 48, 47]). The current approaches represent a very good start for the next generation of tele-immersive systems where the ultimate goal is to deliver 3DTI experience to the broader audience.

However, disregarding the promise extensive deployment of 3DTI environments is still hindered by the problems pertaining to scalability, manageability and reliance of special-
purpose operating and networking infrastructures. There are two major deficiencies in current work. First, most existing 3DTI systems either do not provide 3D multi-stream immersive content or require dedicated computing and networking components. We argue that with the advance of end-devices it is now practical to further extend the application of 3DTI environments with general content creation and delivery infrastructures. Second, most existing systems only support the inter-connection of two parties across the Internet. Enabling multi-party 3DTI collaboration is still challenging due to the huge demand of computing and networking resources.

Hence, one critical question is how to organize the large volume of 3D visual data, being captured, processed, transmitted and rendered, and their corresponding resources, over current commercially available (COTS) computing and networking infrastructures for the delivery of realistic immersive experience so that “everybody” would be able to install and enjoy 3DTI environments for high quality tele-collaboration (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Collaborative 3DTI Environments

In the thesis, we investigate the design space from the angle of multi-stream QoS management between the 3D multi-camera/multi-display tele-immersive edges and the general
purpose operating and communicating infrastructures available. The design space includes the functions of application layer for capturing, reconstructing and displaying 3D video content, as well as the functions of distributed middleware layer for compressing, streaming, and coordinating 3D video content across the Internet.

1.2 Research Challenges

There are three basic tiers in the core of 3DTI environments (Figure 1.2). In the capturing tier, each environment installs an array of 3D cameras at various angles to cover a wide field of view. Using real-time computer vision techniques, the camera array dynamically derives the 3D representation of the user in multiple video streams with each corresponding to one camera. In the transmission tier, the generated video streams are exchanged with remote tele-immersive environments. Given a global coordinate system, the 3D representations from different environments are merged and rendered together in a common 3D virtual space by the rendering tier, delivering a strong awareness of immersive experience for every participant.

![Figure 1.2: Three Basic Tiers of 3DTI Environments](image)

The work of the thesis is mainly focused in the transmission tier, which investigates the issue of QoS provisioning to address the following challenges in multi-party/multi-stream
3DTI environments.

- **Large-volume Data.** To achieve realistic 3D visual effect, it is desirable to transmit multiple video streams from each 3DTI environment of one communication session. In our experimental system ([57, 4]), one 3D video stream has the basic rate over 30 Mbps (currently at the resolution of 320 × 240 pixels per 3D image frame and 10 frames per second) to support spatial collaboration, and each environment produces up to 10 streams. The frame resolution is being upgraded to 640 × 480. If all streams are sent, the overall bandwidth from one environment will soon exceed Gbps level. The problem would become even more exacerbated if multiple environments were connected. Suppose the basic data rate of one stream is $R$, the number of streams per environment is $N_s$, the number of environments in one 3DTI session is $N_e$, and the number of 3DTI renderers is $N_r$. Then the total amount of data to be transmitted would become $R \times N_s \times N_e \times N_r$, which is a very significant demand at the networking scale of Internet.

- **Rendering Cost.** At the resolution of 320 × 240 per frame and 10 frames per second, a 3DTI environment with 10 streams requires a rendering capacity of 7.7 M points per second. Unlike 3D capturing and reconstruction, the parallelization of rendering is much more difficult as all streams must be rendered in one single virtual space. Thus, the cost of rendering grows linearly with the total number of streams sent to the rendering process (i.e., $N_s \times N_e$).

- **Stream Correlation.** In one tele-immersive environment, video streams derived from the 3D camera array are correlated as all cameras are calibrated and synchronized to concurrently capture the visual information of a common physical scene. The rendering quality depends on the overall contribution of streams. This multi-stream content feature, combined with the bound imposed by the bandwidth and rendering overhead, demands for the design of *multi-stream coordination* in the transmission tier.
• **View-based Rendering.** Unlike traditional 2D video rendering, 3D video rendering is an interactive process. In order to render 3D objects with correct visual effect, the displaying device needs to keep track of the user view information (using tracking devices or mouse and keyboard) and render the 3D scene accordingly. The interactivity through view selection is the key feature of 3D video applications ([6]). The problem is how to incorporate the view semantics into the management design for a more efficient QoS provisioning not achievable through previous 2D QoS techniques. We need to point out that view-based rendering and stream correlation are *dynamic* concepts as the user view could change arbitrarily during one 3DTI session.

• **Multi-party Connectivity.** Finally, the problem of connecting multiple 3DTI environments has become more complicated due to the aforementioned challenges. Because of the huge data volume, it is impractical to take the approach of a unicast based dissemination scheme. However, most available multicast schemes are stream-oriented which do not have the desired flexibility to accommodate the dynamics of stream correlation and view semantics as in the 3DTI application layer.

### 1.3 Existing Solutions

Before introducing our multi-stream management framework, we briefly describe current available solutions. More careful review of related work is in Chapter 8. We summarize previous work in five main aspects: (1) existing tele-immersive systems, (2) real-time 3D video compression, (3) multi-stream coordination, (4) view-based camera/stream selection, and (5) multicast-based content dissemination.

#### 1.3.1 Existing Tele-immersive Systems

There are several existing systems that aim to provide tele-immersive realism to users (e.g., [39, 48, 47, 51, 10]). Due to the huge volume of 3D data stream, it poses significant challenges
to the current networking resources. Most of them resort to either modifying the transport and network services or relying on dedicated components. Among them, only [10] has the support of multi-party connection. However, instead of multiple 3D streams only single 2D stream after rendering is transmitted which greatly lowers the spatial interactivity among different parties.

1.3.2 Real-time 3D Video Compression

Real-time 3D video compression algorithms can be classified into two categories: *inter-stream* compression and *intra-stream* compression. In inter-stream compression ([31, 29]), streams are cross-compared to exploit the spatial redundancy residing in the multi-stream setting. The advantage of inter-stream compression is the removal of redundant pixels. Thus, the rendering overhead is reduced as well. However, inter-stream compression incurs considerable communication overhead as streams are initially distributed, which affects its scalability. In addition, the performance of compression ratio is highly associated with the density of cameras. In contrast, intra-stream compression schemes ([56, 30]) process each stream individually without cross-stream comparison. Intra-stream compression usually achieves much better compression ratio and scalability than inter-stream compression. However, one disadvantage of intra-stream compression is that the number of pixels is not reduced. Real-time 3D video compression provides a low-level mechanism for solving the data volume problem. However, in a multi-stream scenario it is not sufficient to deal with high-level concepts of view semantics and multi-stream coordination.

1.3.3 Multi-stream Coordination

*Coordination Protocol* (CP) ([39, 40]) is a transport layer protocol used for assisting multi-stream coordination in cluster-to-cluster application. The protocol utilizes dedicated routers deployed at the aggregation point to monitor the status of application layer streams. The
advantage of CP is that it provides a general means where per stream information can be collected and disseminated for high level multi-stream management. However, the protocol has not addressed the real problem of multi-stream coordination.

**1.3.4 View-based Camera/Stream Selection**

In tele-immersive systems, view-based camera/stream selection is applied mainly in the 3D video processing and encoding stage to make it affordable within processing capacity (e.g., [38, 22]). However, there is not much work involved with camera/stream selection for QoS provisioning. In collaborative virtual systems, the awareness-driven model has been applied for QoS management ([21, 44, 23]). Given the awareness information of the user, the model dynamically adjusts the set of sources and the quality. However, the limitation of the approach lies in its incapability of handling multiple correlated streams at each source and among sources as required in multi-party/multi-stream 3DTI environments.

**1.3.5 Multicast-based Content Dissemination**

Multicast protocols including application level multicast ([26, 11, 24]) are mostly concerned with the efficient transmission of one particular stream or a set of streams for a group of receivers. However, stream-oriented multicast schemes are limited in their flexibility of accommodating the dynamics of view and stream correlation as in 3DTI environments.

As we have seen, although solid progresses have been made in several tele-immersive systems the goal of building 3DTI environments over general infrastructures with high quality and wide usage has not been fully accomplished. Many existing efforts have made explorations in individual aspects of the design space. However, none of them provide a comprehensive and semantic-aware multi-stream management framework that is adequate to support QoS provisioning in multi-party 3DTI environments.
1.4 Solution Overview

As for the solution, we embed a distributed service middleware framework to provide multi-stream QoS management (Figure 1.3). The middleware is designed and implemented on the basis of COTS components and general networking infrastructure. Thus, the framework has the advantage of easy deployment and configuration. The service middleware framework has the hierarchical structure as illustrated in Figure 1.4.

- **Stream Differentiation.** The task of stream differentiation layer is to perform the view to stream mapping and to prioritize streams. When the 3D camera array is bootstrapped, it registers with the stream differentiation layer to save the meta-data of cameras. During the 3DTI session, the meta-data will be used by the stream differentiation layer to dynamically compute the relative importance of each stream based on the current user view information captured by the rendering tier. Conventional streaming controllers focus on a fixed set of streams specified by the application. Different from all the others, in our management framework the application layer only specifies the view information while the underlying controller dynamically determines
the set of streams to be managed.

- **Stream Coordination** The stream coordination layer is responsible for multi-stream coordination to deliver appropriate stream content and achieve multi-stream QoS management. We introduce two different approaches depending on the application scenario. In the case of end-to-end 3DTI communication, a learning-based strategy is applied to determine the bandwidth allocation for the most important streams. In the case of multi-party 3DTI communication, we propose a novel ViewCast protocol to optimize the overlay topology for content dissemination at the stream level. The ViewCast protocol also includes session management functions such as session initialization, resource registration, and membership maintenance.

- **Streaming Control.** In the case of end-to-end 3DTI communication, the streaming control layer utilizes a PID (proportional-integral-derivative) controller to monitor the link status and guarantee temporal quality of data transmission for interactive tele-communication. In the case of multi-party 3DTI communication, we assume the existence of an end-system overlay network which provides the information of link status to be used for streaming control.
In real implementation, the service middleware framework is made of *service gateways*. Each 3DTI environment is managed by one or more service gateways. The end-devices of 3D camera and display need to register with their local service gateways in order to receive QoS management service. From a global scale, service gateways are connected with each other to form a distributed management overlay network. To alleviate the burden of edge computers (i.e., 3D reconstruction and rendering), service gateways are running on dedicated computers and connected with local cameras and displays via high-speed LAN. The connection between service gateways could be LAN, WAN or Internet, depending on the scale of distribution.

### 1.5 Major Contributions

The major contributions of our management framework are summarized as follows.

- **Comprehensive Management Framework.** The hierarchical management framework integrates different layers to achieve a comprehensive QoS provisioning. The stream differentiation layer responds to view changes and provides a high-level guidance for multi-stream coordination. In the stream coordination layer, the granularity reduces to a set of relevant streams. Finally, the streaming control layer focuses more on temporal streaming quality of assigned streams. Through the layering organization, different QoS concerns are properly addressed within a unified framework.

- **View-oriented Content Dissemination.** We present a novel ViewCast protocol to coordinate multi-stream content dissemination on the top of end-system overlay network for supporting multi-party 3DTI communication. Different from all other stream-oriented multicast protocols, the scope of QoS management in ViewCast is not bounded by a fixed set of streams. The new view-oriented approach brings more flexibility, customization and adaptability to the design.
• **Support of Multi-party 3DTI Communication.** To the best of our knowledge, we are the first one who present a feasible solution to support multi-party 3DTI communication with multi-stream 3D video content. Our work will provide valueable reference to the future generation of 3DTI systems which extend towards larger user group and more interesting collaborative activity.

• **Implementation and Validation.** We implement the prototype of multi-stream management framework as part of the TEEVE (Tele-immersive Environments for EVEbody, [57, 4]) project and evaluate it through both simulation and real 3DTI session among tele-immersive environments residing in different institutions more than 2000 miles apart across the Internet2. Our experimental investigation demonstrates the implementation feasibility and potential performance enhancement of the management framework.

### 1.6 Roadmap of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the 3DTI system and the architecture of multi-stream management framework. Chapter 3 presents the view-based stream differentiation. Chapter 4 presents the learning-based bandwidth allocation for QoS optimization in the point-to-point case, and evaluation results from real 3DTI experiment. Chapter 5 introduces the ViewCast content dissemination protocol for the multi-party 3DTI communication. Chapter 6 introduces the streaming control layer and a PID controller for maintaining temporal quality of streaming. For completeness, we describe 3D video compression in Chapter 7. We review related work in Chapter 8. Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes the thesis and suggests future work.
Chapter 2

3DTI System Overview

In this chapter, we introduce the 3DTI system. First, we describe the data, view and timing model. Second, we introduce the multi-stream management framework. Finally, we present the 3DTI architecture.

2.1 3DTI Models

2.1.1 Data Model

The overall 3DTI data model consists of two parts: (a) the 3D reconstructed video data model that represents the information coming out from one single 3D camera, and (b) the integrated data model that includes all video streams captured concurrently by the 3D camera array.

**3D Video Data Model.** The data from a single 3D camera constitutes one stream of 3D frames representing the color and spatial information of the physical scene captured from the particular viewpoint of the 3D camera. The spatial information can be obtained by applying stereo algorithms on images captured from multiple 2D cameras. In general, given two or more images of a scene, depth of each point in 3D space can be obtained by finding matching points on different images and using triangulation.

More specifically, in our 3DTI setting one 3D camera consists of four aligned 2D digital cameras that form a basic processing unit which is used to capture both color and depth information. Figure 2.1 shows one 3D camera unit, which has one color camera on the top
and three black/white cameras at the bottom. The synchronization of cameras is achieved by connecting them via hotwires. The black and white cameras are used to compute depths by adopting a trinocular stereo algorithm ([36, 37]) and the color camera is used to extract appearance information from the corresponding viewpoint. Each 3D camera unit is linked to an edge computer via 1394b connection. The edge computer computes depth and color of each point on the reference image which is captured by the central black and white camera. The data returned by the 3D camera represents a 3D image frame which consists of a two-dimensional array of XYZ-RGB information (i.e., depth coordinates plus color bits) for each pixel. Each pixel requires 5 bytes to store XYZ (2 Bytes) and RGB (3 Bytes) information. Thus, assuming that $w$ and $h$ denote width and height of a 3D image frame (denoted as $f$) in pixel, the raw data size of one frame (denoted as $fs$) can be calculated as: $fs = w \times h \times \text{resolution}/\text{pixel}$. In our environment, each 3D camera cluster can reconstruct a 3D frame at the rate of 10 frames/second, and if we consider $w = 320$ pixels, $h = 240$ pixels, then one 3D video stream, uncompressed, demands 3,840,000 Bytes per second.
**Integrated Data Model.** The capturing tier consists of $N_s$ equal 3D camera units mounted in various spatial viewpoints which form a 3D camera array (Figure 2.2(a)). All camera units are synchronized to capture at the same time instant. This means that at time $t$ the capturing tier must have $N_s$ 3D reconstructed frames, which constitute a *macro-frame*, to form a comprehensive 3D representation of the scene at time $t$. This macro-frame generated at time $t$ is denoted as $F_t$, which consists of $\{f^1_t, f^2_t, ..., f^{N_s}_t\}$ single 3D frames from the individual camera units (Figure 2.2(b)). We denote $f^i_t$ as the image frame captured by the $i$th 3D camera at time $t$. Hence, the tele-immersive application yields a stream of macro-frames ($F_{t_0}, F_{t_1}, ..., F_{t_\infty}$) that are captured at the fixed synchronized rate (e.g., 10 macro-frames per second). The advantage of the 3D multi-camera array is the coverage of large field of view, which provides more freedom of view selection to the user. With accurate global calibration, the view of the scene can be rendered in a seamless fashion, offering a better quality than that of 2D multi-camera array.

![3D Camera Array](image1.png)

(a) 3D Camera Array

![Integrated Data Model](image2.png)

(b) Integrated Data Model

Figure 2.2: 3DTI Data Model

### 2.1.2 View Model

There are many types of displays for rendering 3D scene ranging from stereoscopic displays to traditional 2D monitors. One important thing to note is that 3D video displaying is not a passive process. In order to render 3D objects with correct visual effect, the display device needs to acquire the user view information and render the 3D scene accordingly. The system
detects user view change using various tracking devices. In our 3DTI setting, the user is allowed to manipulate his view using keyboard and mouse.

One of the unique characteristics of 3D multi-camera array is the *stream correlation* in the sense that 3D cameras are concurrently capturing data with a synchronized clock and presenting complementary visual information of a common physical scene. As each video stream only covers part of the whole content, the importance of each stream according to what the user is currently watching is different. Therefore, it has become an interesting problem to design a multi-stream QoS adaptation based on the semantic link among different cameras, and the interaction between the user view and the orientation of cameras. Thus, we adopt a view model to formally represent those relationships.

To facilitate future discussion, here we extend the data model and assume there are $N_e$ 3DTI environments. After 3D video reconstruction, the camera array of each environment produces a set of 3D video streams $S_i$ where $1 \leq i \leq N_e$ and $(S_i = \{s_{i,1}, s_{i,2}, ..., s_{i,|S_i|}\})$ with each $s_{i,j}$ ($1 \leq j \leq |S_i|$) corresponding to one stream of 3D video frames (i.e., $s_{i,j} = \{f_{i,j}^1, f_{i,j}^2, ..., f_{i,j}^{i,j}\}$) generated in discrete time instants. We denote $f_{i,j}^t$ as the image frame captured by the $j$th 3D camera in the $i$th environment at time $t$. For convenience, we define the set of all streams as $S$ with $S = \bigcup_{i=1}^{N_e} S_i$. Accordingly, we denote the macro-frame as $F_i^t$ where $F_i^t = \{f_{i,1}^1, f_{i,2}^1, ..., f_{i,|S_i|}^1\}$. Due to the one-to-one correspondency between 3D camera and stream, we will use these two terms interchangeably without causing any confusion. Each camera (or stream) has its own intrinsic and extrinsic parameters used for the 3D reconstruction and rendering. The extrinsic parameters indicate the camera orientation in a global coordinate system, which is denoted as the unit vector $s.\vec{w}$ for stream $s$. The set of camera orientations is denoted as $W_i$ with $W_i = \{s_{i,1}.\vec{w}, s_{i,2}.\vec{w}, ..., s_{i,|S_i|}.\vec{w}\}$.

Meanwhile, we assume there are $N_r$ renderers and the set of renderers is denoted as $U$ with $U = \{u_1, u_2, ..., u_{N_r}\}$. Each renderer has its user view information denoted as the unit vector $u_k.\vec{w}$ ($1 \leq k \leq N_r$), which represents the current viewing direction of the user.\(^1\)

\(^1\)We need to point out that for the view model to be complete it should include not only the directional
At any given time, the edge computer running the 3D rendering program only handles one particular view of the 3D virtual space. When it receives a macro-frame $F^i_t$, it starts to process each 3D video frame within it (i.e., $f^{i,j}_t$). For a 3D video frame, the 3D coordinate of every pixel can be independently decoded because its $(x, y, z)$ coordinate can be restored via its row and column index of the array, its depth information, and the camera parameters. If the global calibration is correct, the pixels of multiple streams rendered in the global 3D coordinate system will form into the shape of the 3D object.

The above concept of rendering independency provides a simple yet powerful mechanism to perform adaptation at the macro-frame or individual 3D frame level. For example, we could use a subset of the macro-frame, $F^{i'}_{t} \subset F^i_t$. Alternatively, we could use a subset of 3D video frame, $f^{i',j'}_t \subset f^{i,j}_t$ where not all pixels of the 3D video frame are transmitted and rendered. As shown later, the view model provides an important high-level basis for multi-stream coordination and QoS adaptation to achieve high visual quality under the resource constraints.

### 2.1.3 Timing Model

The timing model specifies the temporal requirement for the transmission of macro-frames as shown in Figure 2.3. It is important to realize that although the macro-frame $F^i_t$ from one environment consists of $|S_i|$ reconstructed frames at time $t$, they cannot be transmitted at the same time due to the sharing of network path. Hence, the transmission of individual frames $f^{i,j}_t$ of the macro-frame $F^i_t$ needs to be shaped within a certain completion time interval $T_{snd, int}(F^i_t)$ and $T_{snd, int}(F^i_t)$ should be less than the period of macro-frame. Furthermore, it is important for the rendering of the macro-frame at the receiver that the individual frames $f^{i}_t$ arrive within a completion time interval $T_{rcv, int}(F^i_t)$ which is either equal to $T_{snd, int}(F^i_t)$ or $T_{rcv, int}(F^i_t) - T_{snd, int}(F^i_t) \leq \delta$, where $\delta$ is small. The receiving time of $F^i_t$ is denoted as information but also the depth of the view. However, in our real 3DTI application it is quite sufficient to only use the former since the current 3D collaborative space is relatively small.
At the receiver, all frames \( f_{t}^{i,j} \) will then be received and assembled together into the resulting macro-frame \( F_{i}^{t} \) and displayed at time \( T_{\text{disp}}(F_{i}^{t}) \).

**Figure 2.3: 3DTI Timing Model**

### 2.2 Multi-stream Management Framework

To accommodate heterogeneous networking environments, the management framework adopts an integrated hybrid design for both end-to-end and multi-party 3DTI communication. In general, the management framework has three basic layers including *stream differentiation*, *stream coordination*, and *streaming control*. The framework is embedded as a service middleware in the overall 3DTI architecture between the application and networking layers as illustrated in Figure 2.4.

The task of application layer is to manipulate the raw 3D video and control the high-quality multi-camera/display environment. In the data plane, it performs real-time 3D reconstruction and rendering. In the control plane, it keeps track of the camera and user view information. The service middleware layer contains the core of multi-stream management framework and is composed of one or more *service gateways* (SG) which are connected with edge computers through high-speed LAN to perform view-oriented multi-stream differentiation, coordination and streaming control in the control plane and 3D video compression in the data plane. The service middleware layer is a distributed layer which is connected
on top of the general TCP/IP layer. The basic layers of service middleware management framework are introduced below.

2.2.1 Stream Differentiation

The design of stream differentiation revolves around the concept of view-awareness. It is the front-end of multi-stream management to aggregate the information of the camera orientation and user view as described in the view model. The main task of stream differentiation layer is to calculate the contribution factor, denoted as $cf(s, u)$ with $s \in S$ and $u \in U$, as the indicator of stream importance regarding to the user view. The contribution factor provides a rough but very important criterion for stream coordination to filter out less important streams and prioritize important ones.

2.2.2 Stream Coordination

As introduced earlier, the stream coordination layer consists of two parts, bandwidth allocation and ViewCast for accommodating end-to-end and multi-party communications, respectively.

Bandwidth Allocation. In the case of end-to-end 3DTI communication, the content dissemination topology is relatively simpler. Such simplicity allows us to perform finer-
granularity multi-stream coordination. The bandwidth allocation utilizes the visual quality feedback to dynamically determine the bit budget for the most important streams. In the stream differentiation layer, the contribution factor provides a rough guidance for multi-stream coordination. For example, we could apply a priority-based scheme to allocate more bandwidth to more important streams. Such scheme works well under certain circumstances ([59]). However, the relationship between the contribution factor and the rendering quality is more complicated. When the available bandwidth becomes very low, balancing the bandwidth allocation among selected streams could achieve better quality. The main drawback of contribution factor is that it is a static criterion in terms of the user view. Thus, it cannot adjust to the change of the networking condition. For more active and accurate QoS control, we propose to apply the control based on the method of reinforcement learning.

**ViewCast.** For multi-party 3DTI communication we are no longer interested in stream-wise bandwidth allocation due to the trade-off between complexity and benefit. Instead, we are interested in designing more efficient dissemination protocols. As mentioned in Chapter 1, due to the huge data volume, it is impractical to take the unicast-based approach for connecting multiple environments. On the other hand, most available multicast schemes are stream-oriented which do not have the desired flexibility to accommodate the dynamics of stream correlation and view-based rendering as in the 3DTI communication. Thus, we propose an innovative ViewCast approach for more QoS adaptability by leveraging the high-level user view concept.

### 2.2.3 Streaming Control

The task of streaming control layer is to guarantee the temporal property of transmission as we introduce in the 3DTI timing model. For the case of end-to-end 3DTI communication, a *PID-based controller* is introduced which monitors the arrival time of macro-frame at the receiver end (i.e., $T_{\text{rec}}(F^i_t)$). The receiver starts a periodic timer for rendering frames at fixed interval. Therefore, each macro-frame has a deadline that it must be received for rendering
on time. The difference between the arrival time and the deadline for each macro-frame is monitored and used as feedback to the PID controller to derive an appropriate *target macro-frame size* at the sender side. The case of multi-party 3DTI communication is more complicated. Currently, we assume the existence of an end-system overlay network upon which the ViewCast protocol is built. The overlay network will provide the information of link status (e.g., available bandwidth) to be used for streaming control.

### 2.3 3DTI Architecture

We abstract the distributed service middleware layer into an overlay network (Figure 2.5), $G = (V, E)$, where each vertex $v_i$ represents the service gateway (SG) in one 3DTI environment. There are several tasks performed in each vertex at the local and global scale.

![Figure 2.5: Multi-party Service Middleware Architecture](image)
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- **Local Management.** When the capturing and rendering tiers are initiated, they register with its local service gateway. Thus, each vertex needs to keep track of its own local resource information including the number of 3D cameras and displays, the parameters of the cameras and the user view information.

- **Overlay Maintenance.** The service gateways need to communicate with each other to maintain the functioning of the overlay structure during the 3DTI session. The information exchanged includes overlay network membership, link status, local resources and available streams.

- **View Dissemination.** The 3DTI view content is disseminated through the cooperative work among service gateways (or vertices). The view content is retrieved in a hierarchical manner. First, when the user view information is captured by the rendering tier, it decides whether the view request can be accommodated locally. If not, the request is forwarded to the local service gateway. The service gateway maps the view request to a set of relevant streams and checks whether they are available. If necessary, the service gateway either tries to obtain required streams from the source or request other service gateways to relay the streams based on the current status of view dissemination topology.
Chapter 3

Stream Differentiation

We discuss the stream differentiation problem in this chapter. The stream differentiation lies in the front end of the service middleware management framework. It captures the information of camera orientation and the user view to compute the function of contribution factor for each stream regarding to the user view. The contribution factor serves as a high-level guidance for multi-stream coordination.

3.1 Overview

The idea of stream differentiation is formulated to address issues of the bandwidth requirement and the rendering cost. As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are four major levels for the increase in the data volume, (1) the data rate of one video stream, (2) the number of video streams per 3DTI environment, (3) the number of environments, and (4) the number of renderers in one 3DTI session. First, each pixel of the 3D video frame carries two extra bytes for storing the depth information in addition to the three bytes RGB data used for the color information. Second, 3DTI environments require the installation of multiple 3D camera units in order to provide a wide view coverage and spatial definition of the scene. From the rendering prospective, when the scene is rendered in the 3D virtual space the user has more freedom to choose his view. As more video streams applied, the change from one view to another will become more seamless, delivering more enhanced immersive visual experience to the end user. However, the overall data rate in one 3DTI environment grows linearly with the number of streams deployed. Finally, when connecting multiple 3DTI environments and
multiple renderers the problem of overall data traffic becomes even more exacerbated as every rendering process needs to acquire the streams from all 3DTI environments.

The value of stream differentiation is highly associated with the property of rendering independency. That is, every pixel generated from the 3D reconstruction of camera array can be correctly rendered without the coexistence of any other pixel. Therefore, it is possible to tune the bandwidth budget at the pixel granularity according to the importance of streams.

There is one point to note here that some 2D multi-view video systems also apply multi-camera array (e.g., [34]). However, the nature of the problem is quite different. In such systems, the view change is accomplished via camera (or video stream) switching. When a user change his view, the system switches to the corresponding video stream. Compared with the 3DTI communication, the number of available views is rather fixed (according to the number of 2D cameras in use), the view change is not as smooth as in the 3D rendering, and the spatial interactivity is restricted due to the lack of 3D information. Although the 2D multi-view system may still need to deal with the multi-stream differentiation issue if the system is expected to tranfer multiple streams simultaneously, the problem would be much easier since there is a clear-cut in the view/stream relation. The situation in 3DTI video is more complicated as the rendering system merges multiple 3D video streams to display a single complete view in a common geometric space. As streams are correlated in the rendering quality of the final view, the problem becomes more complicated as how to differentiate the level of contribution of each stream.

3.2 Contribution Factor

The basic approach of stream differentiation is to derive the function of contribution factor, \( cf(s, u) \), which indicates the importance of stream to the given user view. The applicability of stream differentiation is due to the fact that at any time instant the 3D renderer only displays one particular view of the virtual space. Because of the spatial distribution of cameras, the
relative importance of each camera and its correspondent stream must be different regarding to what is currently being rendered. However, the actual relation between streams and the rendering quality is very complicated. Therefore, we investigate the problem of calculating contribution factor based on two important aspects, (1) the angular difference and (2) the viewing volume.

3.2.1 Angular Difference

The usage of angular difference is based on an important observation that when a camera rotates away from the viewing direction of the user, its effective image resolution as projected onto the viewing plane will decrease due to the effect of foreshortening and occlusion. For example, if the user is currently looking at the front of a 3D object streams generated from side cameras are not as important as the front cameras. If we assume the object is not transparent (which is usually valid in 3DTI case), then the cameras from the back are the least important.

The effect of angular difference is illustrated in Figure 3.1, showing two cameras and the user view. The orientation of two cameras are denoted as $s_1 \cdot \vec{w}$ and $s_2 \cdot \vec{w}$ respectively. The orientation of user view is denoted as $u \cdot \vec{w}$. As shown, the angular difference of $s_1 \cdot \vec{w}$ and $u \cdot \vec{w}$ is larger than that of $s_2 \cdot \vec{w}$ and $u \cdot \vec{w}$. As a direct consequence, the captured frame from Camera 2 is more similar to the rendered frame of the user view. In other words, Camera 2 has larger contribution to the rendered 3D scene and therefore is more important.

The angular difference can be calculated using the operation of vectors. For unit vectors, the dot product $(s_i \cdot \vec{w} \cdot u \cdot \vec{w})$ gives the value of $\cos \theta_i$, where $\theta_i$ is the angle between $s_i \cdot \vec{w}$ and $u \cdot \vec{w}$. When the angular difference is small (i.e., $\theta$ close to 0°), then the value of dot product will become close to 1. Otherwise when $\theta$ is close to 180°, then the value of dot product will become close to -1. Based on that, we define the function of contribution factor $cf(s, u)$ for
Figure 3.1: Effect of Angular Difference

$s \in S$ and $u \in U$ as in Equation (3.1).

$$cf(s, u) = s \cdot w \cdot u \cdot w$$

For practical concern, we use the normal of the camera image plane to represent the vector $s \cdot w$. The normal can be computed using the rotation matrix of the camera which is derived from the extrinsic parameters of the camera. Suppose the rotation matrix for camera $i$ in the global coordinate system is $r_i$. Then the normal of the camera is computed using Equation 3.2.

$$s_i \cdot w = r_i (0, 0, -1)^T$$

The vector $u \cdot w$ of user view is defined as the direction along the z-axis in the virtual space with $u \cdot w = (0, 0, -1)$. Figure 3.2 shows the relationship of the normal of camera and the orientation of the user. In the figure, the coordinate system of camera is specified by
the axes of $x_i$, $y_i$, and $z_i$ and the global system is specified by the axes of $x_u$, $y_u$ and $z_u$.

![Figure 3.2: Relation between Camera and User View Orientations](image)

### 3.2.2 Viewing Volume

The effect of viewing volume takes into account of view changes in addition to rotation. The viewing volume is a user-defined space within which objects are considered *visible* and rendered by the graphics system (a method known as *culling*). For example, the graphics library of OpenGL ([3]) provides a set of APIs for the user to define the viewing volume. Thus, we attach a new attribute of viewing volume to each renderer, denoted as $u.v$ for $u \in U$.

Figure 3.3 shows the effect of viewing volume. When the perspective projection mode is used, the viewing volume becomes a frustum. In the figure, the feet of the object are outside
the viewing volume. Therefore, it is not rendered in the display.

For a pre-defined viewing volume at the renderer, the importance of each camera depends on how much of the captured 3D image lies inside the viewing volume. If most pixels of the 3D image are outside the viewing volume, then the camera is not important (i.e., has little contribution). Therefore, viewing volume is an important factor to evaluate the importance of camera.

It is relatively simple to compute whether a point is inside an enclosed space or not. Suppose the space is bounded by several planes. We define the normal of each plane to face towards the inside of the space. Then a point is inside the space if its distance to every plane is greater than or equal to zero.\footnote{A plane divides a space in two halves and the sign of distance depends on whether the point is in the same half space pointed by the normal of the plane or not.}

Based on that, we may compute the visibility of every pixel in a given 3D image. However, to reduce the computational cost, we divide the image frame into $16 \times 16$ blocks and choose...
the block center as the reference point. For each stream $s$, we compute its visibility ratio, denoted as $vr(s, u)$, which is the number of visible reference points versus the total number of reference points. Thus, we have another version of the contribution factor function as given in Equation 3.3 which combines the effect of angular difference with viewing volume.

$$cf(s, u) = vr(s, u) \times (s.\vec{w} \cdot u.\vec{w})$$ (3.3)

In practice, we ignore the effect of viewing volume because the virtual space is relatively small. Therefore, we only calculate the contribution factor based on the angular difference as in Equation (3.1).

### 3.3 Evaluation

We perform an experiment using a macro-frame captured in real 3DTI experiment. The macro-frame consists of 12 individual 3D image frames covering $360^\circ$. Figure 3.4 shows the color portion of the macro-frame with its individual frames.

![Figure 3.4: Color Portion of a Macro-frame](image)
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Figure 3.5 shows the 3D rendering effect when all cameras are used, while Figure 3.6 only uses the cameras by choosing streams with contribution factor \( \geq 0 \) (i.e., a maximum of 90° from the viewing direction). The visual quality of two settings has very little perceivable difference.

![Figure 3.5: Rendering using all Cameras](image)

![Figure 3.6: Rendering using selected Cameras](image)
We discuss the bandwidth allocation problem in this chapter. The bandwidth allocation is the core of the stream coordination layer for the end-to-end 3DTI communication. The problem is how to allocate the bit budget for the transmission of streams that are considered as important.

4.1 Overview

So far, we have seen that one level of multi-stream adaptation can be achieved by dropping streams whose value of contribution factor is below certain threshold (e.g., \(< 0\)). Assuming cameras are uniformly distributed in space, this simple approach could reduce the required data rate by half without significantly affecting the visual quality as demonstrated in Chapter 3.

The problem remains as how to deal with important streams, particularly, if available bandwidth or rendering capacity is not sufficient to accommodate all important streams with full content. We propose three bandwidth allocation schemes as the solution. For the first scheme, we formulate the problem based on the general model of Markov decision process (MDP). We then apply the method of reinforcement learning upon the model to search for an optimal bandwidth allocation. For the second scheme, we use a priority-based method for bandwidth allocation. Under the priority-based scheme, streams with bigger value of contribution factor are assigned larger bit budget. For the last scheme, we use a non-priority method which allocates bit budget evenly among important streams. We
evaluate those three schemes in this chapter.

4.2 Reinforcement Learning

To help with the discussion, we briefly introduce the Markov decision process followed by the concept of reinforcement learning. More details of Markov decision process and reinforcement learning can be found in [13, 27]. After introduction, we describe how to apply the reinforcement learning method in solving the allocation problem through model mapping.

4.2.1 Markov Decision Process

Markov decision process is a discrete time stochastic control process for modeling the system ($environment$) influenced by probability and the action of the decision marker ($agent$). The markov decision process is illustrated in Figure 4.1. In the figure, the environment is represented by a set of states. In each state, the agent selects an $action$ which changes the environment to the next state according to certain probability. When state transition happens, the agent gathers information about the immediate $reward$.

![Figure 4.1: The Markov Decision Process](image)

There are four basic components of a Markov decision process.
• **State Space**: $\Phi = \{\sigma_1, \sigma_2, ..., \sigma_n\}$.

• **Action Space**: $A = \{a_1, a_2, ..., a_m\}$.

• **State Transition Probability**: $P_a(\sigma, \sigma')$ with $P_a(\sigma, \sigma') = Pr\{\sigma_{t+1} = \sigma'|\sigma_t = \sigma, a_t = a\}$ for $a \in A$ and $\sigma, \sigma' \in \Phi$, which indicates the probability of state transition from $\sigma$ to $\sigma'$ given the action $a$.

• **Reward Function**: $rf : \Phi \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, $rf(\sigma_t)$ indicates the immediate reward at the state $\sigma_t$.

The goal of the Markov decision process is to determine the action $a_t$ at each state $\sigma_t$ to maximize certain cumulative function of the reward, for example, the discounted sum as in Equation (4.1).

$$\sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^t rf(s_t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where $\gamma$ denotes the discount factor. The mapping from state to action is called the *policy* function, denoted as $\pi$ with $\pi : \Phi \rightarrow A$. The optimal policy is denoted as $\pi^*$. The set of all policies is denoted as $\Pi$.

To derive $\pi^*$, we introduce the *value function* $\Psi$ with $\Psi : \Pi \times \Phi \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$. The value function is defined as in Equation (4.2).

$$\Psi^\pi(\sigma) = rf(\sigma) + \gamma \sum_{\sigma' \in \Phi} P_{\pi(\sigma)}(\sigma, \sigma') \Psi^\pi(\sigma')$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

The value function of the state is its immediate reward plus the expected discounted reward of the next state given that the action specified by the policy is taken. It indicates the desirability of a state not in its immediate reward but the long-term potential. Given the value function, the *optimal policy function* is defined as in Equation (4.3),

$$\pi^*(\sigma) = \arg \max_a \sum_{\sigma' \in \Phi} P_a(\sigma, \sigma') \Psi^\pi(\sigma')$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

\footnote{Usually, it is also defined $A_\sigma \subseteq A$ as the set of possible actions for state $\sigma \in \Phi$. We simplify the notation here.}
namely, the optimal policy function chooses the action for a given state which will produce the maximum expected long-term reward.

If the system model is well established, the optimal policy can be solved using iterations of Equation (4.2) and Equation (4.3) based on dynamic programming.

4.2.2 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is one way of deriving the optimal policy based on the Markov decision process when it is difficult to acquire system information such as the reward function or the probability of state transition. For example, in the situation of the bit budget allocation problem, the method based on reinforcement learning does not require a priori understanding of the model regarding to how each stream affects the rendering quality, a very complicated process in practice.

More specifically, we use the $Q$-learning algorithm ([54]) which is one of the most popular and effective algorithms for learning from delayed reward to determine the optimal policy. For policy $\pi$, we introduce the $Q$ value function with $Q : \Pi \times \Phi \times A \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$. The definition of $Q$ value function is given in Equation (4.4).

$$Q^\pi(\sigma, a) = r_f(\sigma) + \gamma \sum_{\sigma' \in \Phi} P_a(\sigma, \sigma') \Psi^\pi(\sigma')$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

Different from the value function $\Psi$, the $Q$ value function indicates the goodness of state-action pair under certain policy $\pi$. Regarding the optimal policy $\pi^*$, the relation between the value function $\Psi$ and the $Q$ value function is given in Equation (4.5).

$$\Psi^{\pi^*}(\sigma) = \arg \max_{a \in A} Q^{\pi^*}(\sigma, a)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

Thus, in terms of optimal policy we transform Equation (4.4) into the recursive form as in
Equation (4.6).

\[ Q^\pi(\sigma, a) = r f(\sigma) + \gamma \sum_{\sigma' \in \Phi} P_a(\sigma, \sigma') \max_{a' \in A} Q^\pi(\sigma', a') \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

Based on that, the \(Q\)-learning algorithm updates the \(Q\) value function using Equation (4.7).

\[ Q(\sigma_t, a_t) \leftarrow (1 - \alpha)Q(\sigma_t, a_t) + \alpha \left( r_{t+1} + \gamma \max_{a \in A} Q(\sigma_{t+1}, a) \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

where \(\alpha\) denotes the learning rate. In practice, at each iterative step \(t\) the \(Q\)-algorithm chooses an action \(a_t\) according to the \(Q\) value function and the rule of \(\epsilon\)-greed. That is, with probability \(\epsilon\) we choose the action \(a_t\) of maximum \(Q(\sigma_t, a_t)\) and with probability \(1 - \epsilon\) we choose other actions randomly. The goal of \(\epsilon\)-greedy algorithm is to balance exploitation and exploration. We then observe the next reward, denoted as \(r_{t+1}\) and the next state \(\sigma_{t+1}\) to update the \(Q\) value in \(Q(\sigma_t, a_t)\) accordingly.

### 4.2.3 Model Mapping

The reinforcement learning method provides a general strategy of searching when the system information is incomplete. For application, the main task of model mapping is to define basic components including the state space, the action space and the reward function. The challenge is to keep the complexity of the model in bound. Since the bandwidth allocation scheme is only applied in the end-to-end case (i.e., \(N_e = 1\) and \(N_r = 1\)), we simplify the notation here by ignoring the index of the environment.

We treat the multi-stream management as a discrete event system. An event occurs when it is ready to send the next macro-frame \(F_t\) with \(F_t = \{f^1_t, f^2_t, \ldots, f^{[S]}_t\}\). Due to the property of rendering independency a 3D video stream can change its bit amount to adapt to the fluctuating resource availability. The bandwidth allocation is performed at discrete levels of frame size \(fs\) with a step size \(\delta\). Assume that there are \(K\) quantized levels where \(K = \frac{fs}{\delta}\), each frame of the stream can choose frame size from the possible set of \(\{fs_0, fs_1, \ldots, fs_K\}\).
where \( f_{s_0} = 0, f_{s_k} = f_{s_{k-1}} + \delta \) for \( 0 < k \leq K \), and \( f_{s_K} = f_s \). We denote the bandwidth allocation vector as \( \vec{C} = (c_1, c_2, ..., c_{|S|}) \), where each component \( c_j \) specifies the frame size allocated for stream \( s_j \) (\( 1 \leq j \leq |S| \)). The problem is to find an optimal allocation vector \( \vec{C}^* \) to optimize the visual quality under the constraint of available bandwidth \( bw \) as depicted in Figure 4.2.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 4.2: Stream Adaptation for Optimal Quality

**Initial Design**

**State Space.** We define the state space as in Equation (4.8). For simplicity, we define target frame size (TFS) as the maximum macro-frame size that can be transmitted and rendered given the current available bandwidth and the rendering capacity. The TFS is expressed in units of \( \delta \).

\[
\Phi = \left\{ \sigma = (\vec{C}, TFS) \mid \sum_{j=1}^{|S|} c_j \leq TFS \right\} \tag{4.8}
\]

**Action Space.** When the macro-frame is generated from the capturing tier, the decision agent chooses an action for bandwidth allocation. As an initial design, we define action \( a (a \in A) \) as vector \( \vec{a} = (a_1, a_2, ..., a_{|S|}) \), where \( -K \leq a_j \leq K \) for \( 1 \leq j \leq |S| \).

To illustrate, suppose the state \( \sigma \) has the form \( (c_1, c_2, ..., c_{|S|}, TFS) \) and the next target frame size is \( TFS' \). After applying the action, the next state \( \sigma' \) becomes

\[
\sigma' = (c_1 + \delta a_1, c_2 + \delta a_2, ..., c_{|S|} + \delta a_{|S|}, TFS')
\]
where the action should be chosen such that the bandwidth constraint \( \sum_{j=1}^{\mid S \mid} (c_j + \delta a_j) \leq TFS' \) still satisfies.

**Reward Function.** The reward function is related to the rendered visual quality. We use the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the reconstructed image measure as the reward. However, it is very difficult to derive the reward function directly from the allocation vector and user view. Therefore, we treat the rendering process as a black box which takes the video streams and the user view. Then the RGB portion of the rendered image is saved in 2D form and used for comparison. To get the PSNR measure, the 3D video is rendered twice, one with adaptation and one without. Denote the rendered RGB portion of the 3D image as \( I_{wa} \) and \( I_{wo} \) respectively. The PSNR is computed using Equation (4.9),

\[
PSNR = 20 \times \log_{10} \left( \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{height} \sum_{j=1}^{width} [I_{wa}(i,j) - I_{wo}(i,j)]^2}{height \times width}} \right) \tag{4.9}
\]

where \( width \) and \( height \) denote the dimension of the rendered image (which is different from the dimension of the 3D frame).

**Refinement: Multiple Reinforcement Learning Machines**

The definition of action space is general enough. However, the drawback is also obvious which lies in the size of the action space (\( |A| = O(K^{\mid S \mid}) \)). As a solution, we introduce the concept of multiple reinforcement learning machines \( RLM = \{ RLM_{TFS_1}, RLM_{TFS_2}, ..., RLM_{TFS_H} \} \) (where \( H \) is the number of machines), with each machine corresponding to one particular target frame size (Figure 4.3).

Within one learning machine \( RLM_{TFS_j} \) (\( 1 \leq j \leq H \)), the target frame size \( TFS_j \) is assumed to be fixed. Given that, the state space for that machine can be defined as in Equation (4.2.3).

\[
\Phi_{TFS_j} = \left\{ \sigma = \bar{C} \mid \sum_{k=1}^{\mid S \mid} c_k = TFS_j \right\}
\]
Based on that, we define the action space $A_{TFS_j}$ for each learning machine $RLM_{TFS_j}$ as in Equation (4.2.3).

$$A_{TFS_j} = \left\{ a_{p,q} \mid c_p > 0 \land c_q < f s \right\}$$

The action will move one unit of allocation (i.e., $\delta$) from stream $p$ to stream $q$. To illustrate, suppose the state $\sigma$ has the form $(c_1, c_2, ..., c_p, ..., c_q, ..., c_{|S|})$. After applying the action $a_{p,q}$, the next state $\sigma'$ becomes

$$\sigma' = (c_1, c_2, ..., c_p - \delta, ..., c_q + \delta, ..., c_{|S|})$$

where the total macro-frame size ($TFS_j$) remains unchanged.

The introduction of multiple learning machines recognizes an important fact that when
the available resource remains relatively stable, it is really unnecessary to try actions that reduce the overall macro-frame size. Compared with the initial design, the size of action space is reduced to $O(H \times |S|^2)$. The size of state space remains unchanged. It is possible to further reduce the size of state space by changing the smallest unit of $TFS$ from $\delta$ to $fs$.

From the running time point of view, multiple RLM’s do not incur more running time than single RLM. Actually, at any time only one version of RLM’s is selected according to the available bandwidth and updated.

### 4.3 Priority-based Scheme

The priority-based scheme performs bandwidth allocation according to the value of contribution factor and the following principles.

1. Streams with larger contribution factor should have higher priority.
2. Whenever possible, a minimum frame size defined as $fs \times cf(s, u)$ should be granted.
3. Once 2. is satisfied, the priority should be given to cover a wider field of view.

To apply the priority-based scheme, we select a subset of streams $S'$ with $S' = \{s|s \in S \land cf(s, u) \geq 0\}$ and let $m = |S'|$. We then sort streams in descending order of contribution factor for bandwidth allocation. First, if $TFS \geq fs \times \sum_{s \in S'} cf(s, u)$, the frame size $c_j$ for stream $s_j$ is allocated as in Equation (4.10).

$$c_j = \min \left( fs, fs \times cf(s_j, u) + \left( TFS - \sum_{k=1}^{j-1} c_k \right) \times \frac{cf(s_j, u)}{\sum_{k=j}^{m} cf(s_k, u)} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.10)

If the target frame size is big enough to accommodate the minimum frame size of all streams, then the minimum frame size is allocated. After that, the residue of $TFS$ is allocated proportional to the contribution factor.
If $TFS < fs \times \sum_{s \in S'} cf(s, u)$, then we allocate minimum stream frame size in order of priority as in Equation (4.11).

$$c_j = \min \left( fs \times cf(s_j, u), TFS - \sum_{k=1}^{j-1} c_k \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.11)

It is possible that some of the selected streams may not get the quota of transmission.

### 4.4 Non-priority Scheme

For the non-priority scheme, the target frame size $TFS$ bandwidth is allocated evenly among selected streams as in Equation (4.12).

$$c_j = \begin{cases} 
\frac{TFS}{m} & \text{if } TFS < m \times fs \\
fs & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.12)

### 4.5 Evaluation

For evaluation, we use 12 3D video streams (320 × 240 resolution and 5 frames/second) pre-recorded from the multi-camera environment showing a person and his physical movement with a horizontal view of 360°. The renderer is implemented with the library of OpenGL. The experiments are performed on the local testbed, where we send video streams to the 3D renderer within the Gigabit LAN. The adaptation is configured to choose $TFS$ between $8 \, fs$ and $1 \, fs$. Meanwhile, we gradually rotate and shift the view during the experiment. The PSNR is calculated by comparing with the base case of full streaming (i.e., 12 streams each with 100% content). We also measure the rendering time using a Dell Precision 470 computer with 1 GByte memory running Windows. We first compare the performance of priority-based scheme and non-priority scheme. The average PSNR and rendering time are shown in Table 4.1. The average rendering time of 12 streams is 159.5 ms per macro-frame.
In the table, we combine the results of running time of both schemes as they are very similar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TFS (fs)</th>
<th>Average PSNR</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Priority</td>
<td>Non-Pri.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>39.75</td>
<td>39.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>36.85</td>
<td>33.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>34.46</td>
<td>31.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>31.79</td>
<td>30.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30.15</td>
<td>28.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>27.71</td>
<td>27.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>26.42</td>
<td>26.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: PSNR (dB) and Rendering Time (ms)

For the learning-based allocation scheme, we set $TFS = 3.6fs$ and run the experiment using the similar setting. The results are plotted in Figure 4.4.

![PSNR of Learning-based Scheme](image)

Figure 4.4: PSNR of Learning-based Scheme

Figure 4.4 shows that after 150 seconds the PSNR starts to settle down with an average PSNR of 38.57 which is much higher than priority-based and non-priority schemes.
Chapter 5

ViewCast

We introduce ViewCast in this chapter, which is a view-based content dissemination scheme used for stream coordination in the case of multi-party 3DTI communication. Compared with the case in end-to-end communication, the networking topology of multi-party communication is much more complicated. Therefore, as a trade-off the main focus of ViewCast is to optimize the transmission of multiple streams with full stream content instead of applying stream-level bandwidth allocation as in the end-to-end case. In this chapter, we first present an overview of ViewCast and the multi-party 3DTI session management for the ground of discussion. Then we introduce the basic problem of ViewCast followed by proposed solutions and the evaluation.

5.1 Overview

The view concept reflects the user interest at a higher-level, which distinguishes the ViewCast from any other content delivery schemes at the level of per stream. The ViewCast scheme basically specifies that when the user retrieves content from a multi-party/multi-stream system as in the case of 3DTI environments, only the user’s view interest is required. The ViewCast scheme then controls the stream selection dynamically according to the view requirement and the status of resources with the ultimate goal of sustaining the QoS for the rendered view. Therefore, ViewCast has the advantages of improved flexibility, customization, adaptability, coordination and responsiveness under more dynamic and constrained resource environment. We envision the application of ViewCast in, for example, multi-
camera conferencing, surveillance system, 3D TV, and video sensor networks. From the 3DTI prospective, we point out several important properties of ViewCast as listed below. Most of the features may apply to other multi-party/multi-stream systems as well.

- **Multi-party/multi-stream Environment.** The basic assumption for ViewCast is that each content source supplies multiple correlated streams corresponding to one single view.

- **Stream Correlation.** Stream correlation is an important feature in multi-camera systems, where the concept of view has very intuitive definition.

- **Stream Differentiation.** Along with stream correlation is the feature of stream differentiation. That is, a given view should favor some of the streams over others. In 3DTI environment, the rendering process is view-dependent and the contribution of each stream to the rendering quality of the view could be different. As the angle of a 3D camera shifts away from the user view, its effective image resolution will decrease due to foreshortening and occlusion. As illustrated in Figure 5.1, given the user view (right part), cameras 4 and 5 are the most important ones. Cameras 3 and 6 are less important but will improve the visual quality if added. The rest cameras are the least important.

![Figure 5.1: Stream Differentiation regarding to View](image-url)
• **Inter-stream Coding Independency.** We assume the coding/decoding independency among streams. Since each stream can be independently transmitted and rendered, it is easier to perform the view to stream mapping and to select streams with different possible combinations. As illustrated in Figure 5.1, given the user view and the orientation of cameras ViewCast can select various subsets of streams (or cameras) such as \{s_4\}, \{s_4, s_5\}, \{s_4, s_5, s_3\} or \{s_4, s_5, s_3, s_6\}... depending on the quality and resource constraints. Inter-stream coding independency provides more flexibility in stream selection and QoS adaptation. On the other hand, it also adds design challenge as there are more choices.

• **Open Model.** From an OSI layering point of view, the ViewCast scheme resides in the presentation layer. It maps between the semantics in the application layer (i.e., stream correlation/differentiation) and the stream manipulation in the session layer. More specifically, in 3DTI environments the ViewCast scheme only dictates desirable attributes of the application (e.g., the definition of view) and how these attributes affect the multi-streaming. However, the design choice of higher and lower layers is open depending on specific requirements. We are the first to identify a very core and ideal function in the presentation layer.

• **View Change.** As observed, the view change operation may occur frequently in 3DTI environments. There are two consequences of view change. First, stream differentiation varies with view change. For example, in Figure 5.1 when the user view changes to the position of dotted arrow (right part) cameras 1 and 2 will become the most important ones. This variance distinguishes ViewCast from other systems based on fixed stream differentiation such as layered coding and multi-description coding. Second, as soon as the view change is detected, the system must respond by switching streams accordingly. Stream switching may be costly. The direct impact to the user is the discontinuity of rendering. If multicast protocol is used in the underlying layer, then stream switching
at the parent vertex may influence the child vertices. The dynamics of view change presents a critical challenge for designing system based on ViewCast.

The key advantage of ViewCast is that by leveraging the high-level view semantics the visual quality, which is closely related to view, can be guaranteed while the low-level streaming regulation layer can have larger flexibility for topology construction and QoS adaptation so that the resource constraints can be satisfied adaptively.

5.2 Multi-party 3DTI Session Architecture

Figure 5.2 illustrates the 3DTI session architecture, which is managed at two levels. At the local level, each 3DTI environment is managed by its service gateway (SG), which consists of one or more processors. When a 3D camera initiates, it registers with the service gateway to save the meta-data of its stream. Due to the runtime cost of 3D reconstruction, once a 3D frame is generated it is forwarded to the service gateway through high-speed LAN for further processing of data compression and streaming control. The gateway manages rendering as well and retrieves streams on behalf of its local renderers. Thus, service gateway is an application level data aggregating point at each 3DTI site. We implement ViewCast on top of the end system multicast ([24]) which is becoming an appealing alternative to IP multicast due to the advantage of flexibility and easy deployment. At the application level, service gateways collect multiple streams either from local sources (i.e., cameras) or from remote sources (i.e., peer service gateways). The collected streams are then multicast according to the current status of the overlay network and the forwarding topology managed by the session controller (explained next). Therefore, service gateways form an end system overlay network for content delivery.

After the bootstrapping of local environment is completed, the service gateway registers with the central session controller at the global level. The way session controller manages is similar to other proposed schemes (e.g., [23]). When a new service gateway joins the session,
the session controller informs other service gateways to let them connect with each other and form the initial overlay graph, $G = \langle V, E \rangle$. Then the session controller starts to receive and serve view requests for each vertex and update the delivery topology accordingly. For simplicity, it is assumed that all participating service gateways must register with the session controller before the live session can start.

During a live 3DTI session, the user can switch its viewing position of the virtual space at the renderer. If the view change cannot be resolved, the renderer will forward it to the service gateway. The service gateway checks whether it has the streams available for accommodating the view change. Otherwise, it sends a view request to the session controller to compute a new multicast topology for coordinating the multi-streaming.

We take a centralized approach at the global level because of its low messaging cost and responsiveness to the dynamics of 3DTI session. The approach is feasible in our situation where the number of service gateways is within a reasonable scale (≤ 20).
5.3 Multi-party 3DTI Session Initiation Protocol

The session protocol specifies in detail how the 3DTI session is initiated and managed. The steps of 3DTI session initialization are summarized below.

1. Start the session controller.

2. Start the service gateway. The service gateway registers its membership with the session controller.

3. The session controller updates the new service gateway with the membership of other service gateways which are currently active.

4. When 3D camera array is started, it registers with its local service gateway. The service gateway keeps the local resource information including the number of cameras and the orientation of each camera regarding to a global coordinate system. The resource information is sent to the session controller as well.

5. When the renderer is started, it contacts with the its local service gateway for sending view request.

After the session is started, the view request is served in the following steps.

1. The renderer captures the user view change and checks if it can be accommodated locally (i.e., if the view change is small).

2. If the view change cannot be accommodated, the renderer sends the request to its local service gateway.

3. The service gateway resolves the view request to streams and checks if it caches the relevant streams. If so, it serves the renderer by sending those streams.

4. In case needed, the service gateway forwards the view request to the session controller where the view dissemination topology is calculated globally.
5. After a new dissemination topology is calculated, the session controller broadcasts it to all active service gateways to complete the view request.

Figure 5.3 illustrates how ViewCast works. As the figure shows, each vertex represents a service gateway. Service gateways form an overlay network and cooperate for content delivery. In the figure, a vertex can request a view from a multi-stream source on behalf of its renderer. For example, renderer $u_2$ registers with vertex $v_2$ and $v_2$ requests a view (denoted as $u_2.w$) from vertex $v_5$. Depending on the view and available resources, each requesting vertex may get different subset of streams. As long as the quality and resource constraints are satisfied, vertices which have available streams can serve other vertices. Furthermore, a vertex can retrieve streams from multiple vertices in parallel.
5.4 Problem Formulation

We introduce the basic components and problems of ViewCast based on the initial graph of the overlay network $G = \langle V, E \rangle$.

5.4.1 Definition of ViewCast Components

Streams. In the multi-party/multi-stream system, a vertex $v_i$ generates a set of streams. We denote $S_i$ as the set of streams originated from vertex $v_i$ (i.e., $S_i = \{s_{i,1}, s_{i,2}, ..., s_{i,|S_i|}\}$). Each stream $s_{i,j}$ ($1 \leq j \leq |S_i|$) has extra field, denoted as $s_{i,j}.w$, which represents the view information of that stream. Note that, it is possible to have $S_i = \emptyset$ as the vertex may only serve rendering and viewing (i.e., no content generated at the vertex $v_i$). The complete stream space is denoted as $S$ with $S = \bigcup_{v_i \in V} S_i$.

Vertices: $V = \{v_1, v_2, ..., v_{N_e}\}$. There are $N_e$ vertices. In 3DTI environments, a vertex $v_i$ represents a service gateway which manages its local multiple streams. It can retrieve streams from other vertices as well by sending view requests. Vertex $v_i$ is characterized by the following parameters.

- Inbound and outbound bandwidth constraints, denoted as $I_i$ and $O_i$, respectively. For simplicity, we assume all streams have the same data rate. Then $I_i$ and $O_i$ are degrees measured as the number of streams $v_i$ can receive and send. The inbound (and outbound) capacity is partitioned into reserved bins, where each bin hosts one 3D video stream.

- Set of inbound streams $R_i$ where $R_i \subseteq S - S_i$. We denote $R_i(v_j)$ as the set of streams received which are originated from vertex $v_j$ (i.e., $R_i(v_j) \subseteq S_j$).

- Set of outbound streams $F_i$ where $F_i \subseteq R_i \cup S_i$. For stream $s \in R_i$, $s$ is called a relay stream. Otherwise, stream $s \in S_i$ is called an original stream. We define a relay
function \( rf(v_i, v_j, s) \). If vertex \( v_i \) transmits stream \( s \) to \( v_j \), then \( rf(v_i, v_j, s) \) is true. Otherwise it is false.

- **Cost of stream** \( (cs : S \times V \to \mathbb{R}) \). Consider a stream \( s \) at vertex \( v_i \) (i.e., \( s \in R_i \cup S_i \)). If \( s \in S_i \) then \( cs(s, v_i) = 0 \). Otherwise, there must exist a forwarding vertex \( v_j \) such that \( v_j \) transmits \( s \) to \( v_i \). In that case, \( cs(s, v_i) = cs(s, v_j) + ce(v_j, v_i) \), where \( ce(v_j, v_i) \) denotes the cost of edge \( \langle v_j, v_i \rangle \) (introduced below). The cost of stream reflects the delay from the source to the destination.

**Edges**: \( E = \{ \langle v_i, v_j \rangle | v_i \in V \land v_j \in V \} \). We define a cost function of edge \( ce : E \to \mathbb{R} \), which maps an edge to a real number. The cost function indicates the delay along the edge.

**System Constraints**. At any given time, the following conditions must always be satisfied for all vertices.

1. **Bandwidth Constraint**

   \[
   \forall v_i \in V, \ |F_i| \leq O_i \land |R_i| \leq I_i \tag{5.1}
   \]

2. **Relay Constraint**

   \[
   \forall v_i \in V, \ R_i \subseteq S - S_i \land F_i \subseteq R_i \cup S_i \land (\forall s \in R_i, \ \exists v_j \in V \ \text{s.t.} \ \text{rf}(v_j, v_i, s) = \text{true}) \tag{5.2}
   \]

3. **Delay Constraints**

   \[
   \forall v_i \in V, \ \max_{s \in R_i} (cs(s, v_i)) \leq T_{delay} \tag{5.3}
   \]

where \( T_{delay} \) is the delay bound for interactive communication. We name conditions (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) as the **system constraints**.

**User**. We denote the set of users as \( U \) with \( U = \{ u_1, u_2, ..., u_{N_r} \} \). Each user represents a renderer. The abstract concept of view reflects the user interest in retrieving the content.
We denote $u_i.w$ as the view information of the user. For simplicity, we assume each vertex can host one renderer. Therefore, we attach the view attribute to each vertex and use the notation of vertex $v_i.w$ instead, and use the set of $V$ to represent $U$.

**Differentiation Function.** The differentiation function is denoted as $df$ with $df : S \times V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, which gives the importance of a stream regarding to a given user view. Depending on specific application, the definition of differentiation function could be different. For the case of 3DTI environments, the differentiation function is actually the function of contribution factor as described in Chapter 3, i.e., $df(s, v) = cf(s, v) = s.\vec{w} \cdot v.\vec{w}$.

**Optimal Function.** The optimal function is denoted as $of$ with $of : 2^S \times V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, which dictates the goal for optimization. For example, in 3DTI environments it could be the rendering quality of view regarding to the set of streams received. Since it is quite complicated to derive an exact form of optimal function as in our case. A simple linear approach is taken as in Equation (5.4).

$$of(S', v) = \sum_{s \in S'} df(s, v) \quad (5.4)$$

### 5.4.2 Problems of ViewCast

Given above notations and definitions, there is the maximum quality problem of ViewCast as formalized below.

**Maximum Quality Problem**

1. to maximize $\Sigma_{v_i \in V} of(R_i, v_i)$
2. subject to system constraints (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3)

The maximum quality problem is NP-complete, which can be proved based on the layered peer-to-peer streaming problem proposed in [16]. Another related problem of ViewCast is the minimum quality problem as given below.

**Minimum Quality Problem**

1. to satisfy $\forall v_i \in V, of(R_i, v_i) \geq \Delta$
2. subject to system constraints (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3)

where ∆ is a given lowest bound on acceptable quality. The minimum quality problem is also NP-complete as shown by studies on finding minimum-cost degree-constrained multicast trees ([12, 43]).

In summary, we explain the basic idea of ViewCast under the 3DTI scenario. To simplify the explanation, certain technical restraints are imposed on the model. However, those restraints are not inherent in the general ViewCast concept. For example, it is not required that all streams have similar data rate or quality. The essence of ViewCast includes the definition of view and whether it can be used to differentiate streams.

5.5 Solution

There are two major goals for the ViewCast-based solution.

- **Minimum quality guarantee**: each vertex should receive a minimum set of streams to have some quality guarantee of every other vertex inside its view. For 3DTI environments, it implies the consistent presence of all participants in the virtual space, which is critical for collaborative work.

- **View change resilience**: when a vertex changes its view, the impact on other affected vertices should be minimized for the continuity of group interaction.

5.5.1 Minimum Quality Guarantee

Because the minimum quality problem is hard, we propose heuristics using the approach based on priority ([59]) and preemption ([58]) with the following steps.

**Step 1.** Given view request \( v.w \), the importance of the stream is calculated using the differentiation function \( df(s, v) \). In 3DTI environment, it is the same as the function of contribution factor.
Step 2. The streams are selected against a threshold, for example, in 3DTI environment we choose streams such that \( df(s, v) \geq 0 \), reflecting a 180° total view range.

Step 3. The selected streams are further differentiated into several priorities according to their importance. In 3DTI environments each vertex has around 8 streams. The stream selection in Step 2 produces a subset of 3 to 4 streams. We then define the set of priorities \( P \) as \( \{p_1, p_2, p_3, p_4\} \), where \( p_4 \) is the highest priority. Next, we assign priorities to selected streams according to the differentiation function. In our case of 3DTI environments, the stream having the largest value of contribution factor is assigned the priority \( p_4 \) and so forth.

Step 4. As mentioned earlier, the inbound (and outbound) bandwidth resource is divided into bins with each bin hosting one stream. Suppose it is needed to forward stream \( s \) from vertex \( v_i \) to vertex \( v_j \). If both vertices have available bins, it is straightforward to establish the streaming. Otherwise, the bin of lower priority stream can be preempted. For example, if stream \( s \) has \( p_4 \) priority based on the view, it can take the bin in either \( v_i \) or \( v_j \) occupied by streams of lower priority (i.e., \( p_{1,2,3} \)). When the preemption is needed, the bin of lowest priority stream will be taken first. The bin allocation of selected streams is performed in descending order of priority and terminated when the preemption is not possible.

Currently, we control the QoS of view rendering at the per stream granularity. When there is not enough resource to transmit a stream at its full content, the streaming will be dropped. However, it is an interesting problem to explore whether a quantitative improvement could be achieved at finer granularity (e.g., to transmit a stream with different data rate as in the end-to-end case) in ViewCast.

5.5.2 View Change Resilience

The negative impact of view change is illustrated in Figure 5.4. In the figure, vertex \( v_3 \) and \( v_4 \) have similar views and \( v_4 \) is streaming \( s_2 \) and \( s_3 \) from \( v_3 \). When vertex \( v_3 \) changes its view, streams needed by \( v_4 \) may temporarily become unavailable. In such case, \( v_4 \) becomes
a victim. The impact will grow as the size of dependent vertices increases. The view change operation is a frequent phenomenon in 3DTI environment and may cause large overhead if not treated properly.

Previous solutions rely on concepts of soft leave ([23]) and buffering ([16]). Soft leave requires the changing vertex to continuously serve old streams until affected vertices have found replacement. Although doable, under multi-stream scenario it would incur longer delay. Buffering let the intermediate vertices continue streaming from cache to absorb the propagation of quality degradation. However, it is not a feasible approach for live communication.

We apply the strategy of dependency balancing to improve the resilience of view change tolerance. There are three basic techniques in dependency balancing: (1) source balancing, (2) priority balancing, and (3) load balancing. We introduce them in the following.
Source Balancing

Source balancing attempts to diversify the supplying vertices to lower the dependency on each individual vertex. The basic idea is illustrated in Figure 5.5, where vertices $v_a$, $v_b$ have the same set of streams (i.e., $\{s_{j,1}, s_{j,2}\}$) that can be relayed to vertex $v_c$. Under that, the streaming schedule on the right part is considered better since it provides a more evenly distribution of streaming among the sources.

Priority Balancing

The basic idea of priority balancing is illustrated in Figure 5.6. In the figure, vertices $v_a$, $v_b$ have the same set of streams (i.e., $\{s_{j,1}, s_{j,2}, s_{j,3}, s_{j,4}\}$) that can be relayed to vertex $v_c$. The stream priority of $v_c$ as determined by its view is $s_{j,1} : p_4$, $s_{j,2} : p_3$, $s_{j,3} : p_2$, and $s_{j,4} : p_1$. 

Figure 5.5: Source Balancing in ViewCast

Figure 5.6: Priority Balancing in ViewCast
Load Balancing

Load balancing attempts to balance the forwarding load among all the vertices. There are two criteria in calculating the load. One is the total forwarding load as is often discussed in the literature (e.g., [14]). The other is the forwarding load to specific vertex. The ViewCast scheme considers the latter as more important. The justification is illustrated in Figure 5.7.

In the figure, vertex $v_b$ receives four streams from $v_a$. Next, $v_c$ requests similar streams. Considering total forwarding load, $v_b$ will be the forwarding vertex to $v_c$. However, that makes $v_c$ solely depend on $v_b$. In the right figure, if we use the forwarding load to specific vertex as the criterion. Then both $v_a$ and $v_b$ can serve $v_c$ which reduces forwarding dependency among the sources. Therefore, in ViewCast we choose the forwarding load to specific vertex as the first criterion over the total forwarding load.

Finally, possible techniques at the application level can also limit the overhead of view change effectively. For example, in 3DTI environment most of the view change occurs with small degree which can be tolerated by human perception. Thus, the rendering tier sends view request only when the view change is significantly big.
5.5.3 ViewCast Management

The main task of ViewCast management is to serve view request \((v_i,w)\), which is performed by the session controller for each vertex \((v_i)\). The main serve view algorithm is sketched in Table 5.1.

The get streams routine calculates the differentiation function \(df(s,v_i)\) with the given view \((v_i,w)\). The selected streams are assigned priority and saved in \(\tilde{S}\).

The find source routine searches for a supplying vertex that can stream \(s\) to vertex \(v_i\) while obeying system constraints. It first scans the vertices which have available bins. Then it picks up the vertex that has the minimum forwarding load to vertex \(v_i\) for load and source balancing (break even with the minimum total forwarding load). If such vertex is not available, it looks for a vertex which has the bins that can be preempted. For priority balancing, each vertex maintains the sum of priorities \((sp)\) for every other vertex. For example, if vertex \(v_i\) serves \(p_3\) and \(p_2\) streams for vertex \(v_j\), then \(sp_i(v_j)\) will be 5. The bigger this sum the higher the streaming quality that vertex \(v_i\) serves vertex \(v_j\). Therefore, when there are several candidate vertices for relaying one stream to a destination vertex, the one with the smaller sum will be selected to achieve priority balancing.

The find out bin and find in bin routines are pretty straightforward. They return either an unused bin or a bin used by lower priority stream for preemption. For selecting an outbound bin to be preempted, we prefer to choose the lowest priority stream. For selecting an inbound bin to be preempted, one important consideration is to select a stream that is least used in forwarding to reduce the preemption cost, because once an inbound stream is preempted all child vertices that rely on it will not be streaming from the parent vertex any more.

The serve stream maintains the bookkeeping of inbound and outbound bins of source and destination vertices. When preemption or view change is performed, the affected vertices are saved in the victim set. The fix victim routine tries to fix the broken link. To reduce
Table 5.1: View Management Algorithm

```plaintext
serve_view(v_i)
   S ← get_streams(S, v_i)
   for s ∈ S in descending order of priority
      v ← find_source(s, v_i)
      if (v = null)
         report rejection
      end
      out ← find_out_bin(s, v, v_i)
      in ← find_in_bin(s, v, v_i)
      if (out = null or in = null)
         report rejection
      return
   end
   serve_stream(s, v, out, v_i, in)
 end
fix_victim()

find_source(s, dst)
   for each v ∈ V other than dst
      if (v can stream s to dst under system constraints)
         if (v has extra outbound bins)
            V_1 ← V_1 ∪ v
         else
            V_2 ← V_2 ∪ v
         end
      end
   end
   if (V_1 ≠ ∅)
      return v ∈ V_1 where v has the least forwarding to dst
   else
      return v ∈ V_2 where v has preemptable bins
   end
end
```


the cost, this routine only fixes the broken link related to higher priority streams (e.g., $p_1$ and $p_3$). Otherwise, the affected vertex will simply ignore the lost stream and propagate the message to its child vertices. The propagation will terminate either when the preempted stream is not important for all child vertices or some child vertices have found new sources.

After the serve.view routine is completed, the session controller calculates the new topology and broadcasted to all vertices (i.e., service gateways).

5.6 Evaluation

We evaluate ViewCast in simulated 3DTI session. In this chapter, we introduce the experimental setup for the evaluation and then report the experimental results, including rejection ratio, overhead and QoS provisioning.

5.6.1 Experiment Setup

We implement a message-driven ViewCast simulator using C++ (on Windows and Linux operating systems). The simulator first generates application-level overlay network. We use mesh topology for the overlay network, where the connectivity between vertices follows the uniform distribution. The total number of vertices, defined as the session size, ranges from 5 to 10. The total number of edges is determined by the connectivity ratio (CR) which is the ratio of edges compared with the corresponding complete directed graph. For example, a directed graph of 8 vertices will have 42 edges, if the connectivity ratio is set to 75% (i.e., $56 \times 75\%$). We choose the connectivity ratio from 25% to 100%.

In the experiment, each vertex has 8 original streams which are evenly distributed in $360^\circ$. For any view request to a vertex, at most 4 of its original streams are selected for an optimal coverage of $180^\circ$. To determine the range of degree bound, in the maximal case of 10 vertices each vertex requires at least an in-degree $\geq 36$ to get the optimal coverage from every other vertex and an out-degree $\geq 8$ so that all its streams may be accessible for
serving any view. The estimation has not considered relaying overhead. For simplicity, we set the in-degree bound to be the same as the out-degree bound. The range of degree bound (DegB) is chosen between 12 to 36.

During the simulated 3DTI session, each vertex sends view change request to the central session controller. The interval of view change follows the normal distribution with a mean of 60 seconds. We use two patterns of view change: random walk and Zipf. In the random walk pattern, each vertex adds a view change degree to its current view. The view change degree follows the normal distribution with a standard deviation of 20°. In the Zipf pattern, the view is changed according to a Zipf distribution of 10 pre-selected view degrees (i.e., \( n = 10 \)). The Zipf distribution is actually the power-law distribution in discrete form. In our 3DTI simulation, it dictates that the \( i \)th most popular view degree has the access frequency in proportion to \( \omega/i^\alpha \), where \( \alpha \) is a constant and \( \omega \) is determined by \( n \). The total running time of one simulation experiment is 200 minutes.

The propagation delay along each edge follows the normal distribution with a mean of 50 ms. We assume each stream has the same bandwidth. Since our main goal of simulation experiment is to study the Viewcast overhead and the impact of view change, the transmission delay is of less interest. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 5.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.2: Simulation Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>overlay topology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of vertices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connectivity ratio (CR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-degree (out-degree) bound (DegB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of streams per vertex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of streams for optimal view coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simulation time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>view change interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>view change pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propagation delay of each edge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.6.2 Rejection Ratio

We measure the rejection ratio of view change request. Recall that in ViewCast, the view change request is served with relevant streams in descending order of importance and the request is rejected if and only if there is no resource available to supply any stream. For comparison, we introduce another method of view dissemination based on multicast, where a view request is served by multicasting its relevant streams. However, the application needs to explicitly specify the set of streams needed for a view and the system must supply all the streams. Otherwise the request will be rejected. We use the notation of MC-n (1 \leq n \leq 4) to refer to the multicast-based method where the application always specifies a set of n streams to satisfy a view request. For example, MC-3 means that the system must deliver 3 streams to the application otherwise the view request will be rejected. The results of rejection ratio are plotted in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9. We use VC to denote the ViewCast method. Other notations are explained in Section 5.6.1.

From Figure 5.8 and 5.9, we observe that the connectivity ratio has a very strong impact on the view dissemination capacity of the overlay network. In the most constrained cases (e.g., Figure 5.8(a,c,e)) where CR \leq 25\%, the rejection ratio is pretty high in either ViewCast or multicast-based methods. However, when the session size increases (\geq 8) ViewCast starts to perform much better. There is a clear-cut in performance at the medium region of CR = 50\%. When both the connectivity ratio and the degree bound are improved (CR \geq 75, DegB \geq 24), the rejection ratio of ViewCast becomes almost zero. The rejection ratio of multicast-based method drops as well. However, we show later that even in those cases ViewCast still performs better.

5.6.3 Streams Per View

We measure the average number of streams for all successfully served view requests in ViewCast. The results of streams per view are plotted in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11.
Those figures indicate that ViewCast serves each view request with an average of 2.5 to 3 streams. This number is close to what could be achieved by MC-2 and MC-3. However, if we examine Figure 5.10-5.11 along with Figure 5.8-5.9 and compare ViewCast with MC-2
and MC-3, we will see that ViewCast achieves much lower rejection ratio by a margin around 20% to 40%.

Figure 5.9: Average Rejection Ratio (continued)
5.6.4 Workload

We measure the standard deviation of workload among vertices to investigate how evenly the forwarding load is divided. The workload is defined as the number of out-bound streams
Figure 5.11: Average Number of Streams Per View (continued)

served by a vertex. The results of standard deviation of workload are plotted in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13.

Those figures indicate several trends. First, the standard deviation grows bigger as the degree bound increases. Second, when the overall request of stream sharing increases (i.e.,
MC-4 or MC-3) the workload tends to be more deviated. Third, we notice in terms of load sharing ViewCast tends to perform not as good as multicast-based schemes, which is expected as ViewCast prefers forwarding load to specific vertex as the major load balancing criterion.
Figure 5.13: Standard Deviation of Workload (continued)

5.6.5 Collateral Cost of ViewCast

In ViewCast, due to the preemption of network resource and view change some vertices may have their streams involuntarily discontinued. We call those broken links the victims. More
precisely, a victim is defined as a pair of \((v, s)\) where \(v \in V\) and \(s \in S\). After each view request is served, the routine of \texttt{fix.victims()} is called to fix any possible victims. The size of victim set indicates the scope of affected vertex/stream pairs. In the simulation, we measure the average number of victims. The results are plotted in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15.

![Graphs showing average number of victims per fix_victim()](image)

(a) CR = 25%, DegB = 12  
(b) CR = 50%, DegB = 12  
(c) CR = 25%, DegB = 24  
(d) CR = 50%, DegB = 24  
(e) CR = 25%, DegB = 36  
(f) CR = 50%, DegB = 36

Figure 5.14: Average Number of Victims Per \texttt{fix.victim()}
Figure 5.15: Average Number of Victims Per `fix_victim()` (continued)

The results indicate that in most cases the number of victims is small (around $2 \sim 3$), which is quite acceptable.
Chapter 6
Streaming Control

The purpose of streaming control is to ensure temporal quality, which is important for satisfactory live tele-communication. Particularly, we are interested in maintaining a fixed frame rate of rendering throughout the entire 3DTI session to reduce jerkiness. To achieve that, we use the video frame as the probing packet and feed the result into a PID controller to fine tune the frame size such that the arrival of each frame meets the deadline of rendering. The details are given in this chapter.

6.1 Problem Description

The streaming control layer is the bottom layer of the management framework. Below it, there is the transport layer. We choose TCP as the transport protocol due to its desirable properties including reliable and in-order delivery, congestion control, and the easiness of handling large size packet at the application layer. Those features are well suited for transmitting large volume data. Even though the backoff and retransmission mechanisms seem to make it unfit for real-time streaming, it has been shown that TCP is widely used in commercial systems ([52]). Note that, the streaming control method can be applied to UDP-based transport protocol as well, e.g., the tcp-friendly rate control protocol ([18]).

Figure 6.1 illustrates the basic problem of streaming control based on the timing model introduced in Chapter 2. At the capturing tier, macro-frames are generated at the fixed period. Accordingly, at the rendering tier we apply a timer which has the same period as the capturing. Thus, for each macro-frame $F_t$ we have $T_{disp}(F_t)$ which is the time that $F_t$
must be rendered. There are two other related time instants, $T_{\text{deadline}}(F_t)$ which is the time that $F_t$ must be received and $T_{\text{rcv}}(F_t)$ which is the actual time that $F_t$ is received. Ideally, we should guarantee $T_{\text{rcv}}(F_t) \leq T_{\text{deadline}}(F_t)$ for every macro-frame.

Suppose the network is stable. If we increase the size of macro-frame, then $T_{\text{rcv}}(F_t)$ will grow towards $T_{\text{deadline}}(F_t)$. Since it is generally preferable to have larger frame size, the streaming control should choose a suitable frame size such that $T_{\text{rcv}}(F_t)$ is as close to $T_{\text{deadline}}(F_t)$ as possible. On the other hand, suppose the network status changes with the available bandwidth decreased. The direct consequence is that $T_{\text{rcv}}(F_t)$ will become bigger and may finally grow beyond $T_{\text{deadline}}(F_t)$ which indicates that the frame size is too big under the current network condition.

Therefore, we can monitor the difference of $T_{\text{deadline}}(F_t) - T_{\text{rcv}}(F_t)$ as the feedback for the control process. The goal of control is to keep the difference close to 0. If $T_{\text{deadline}}(F_t) - T_{\text{rcv}}(F_t) > 0$, the size of next frames should be increased. Otherwise, if $T_{\text{deadline}}(F_t) - T_{\text{rcv}}(F_t) < 0$, the size of next frames should be decreased.

In this chapter, we present the scheme of PID-based (proportional-integral-derivative) streaming control. We first introduce the PID controller [19]. Then, we describe how it is applied in the streaming control. Finally, we show the experimental results as evaluation.
6.2 PID Controller

Figure 6.2 illustrates an overall control system. In the figure, *plant* is the component whose output ($Y$) needs to be controlled. The controller performs the control function ($U_f$), based on the error ($e$) which is the difference between the desired value ($R_v$) and the output. The output of the control function is given to the plant to enforce the control.

![Diagram of an Overall Control System]

Figure 6.2: An Overall Control System

The basic PID control function is given in Equation 6.1, which is a linear combination of a proportional term, an integral term and a derivative term,

$$u_f(t) = K_p (e(t) + \frac{1}{T_i} \int_0^t e(\tau)d\tau + T_d \frac{de(t)}{dt})$$ (6.1)

where $e(t)$ is the difference between the desired value $R_v$ and the actual output $Y$, $K_p$ is the proportional gain, $T_i$ is the integral factor and $T_d$ is the derivative factor. For the discrete form, we could use the following approximation.

$$\int_0^t e(\tau)d\tau \approx \Delta t \sum_{j=0}^n e(j) \quad \frac{de(t)}{dt} \approx \frac{e(n) - e(n-1)}{\Delta t}$$

where $\Delta t$ is the sampling period. By introducing the integral gain $K_i$ and the derivative gain $K_d$, the discrete case of PID function can be derived as in Equation 6.2.

$$u_f(n) = K_p e(n) + K_i \sum_{j=0}^n e(j) + K_d (e(n) - e(n-1))$$ (6.2)
**Table 6.1: Program of PID controller**

```
update(error)
    t ← get_time()
    Δt ← t − last_time
    derror ← \text{error} − \text{prev_error}
    ierror ← ierror + \text{error} × Δt
    \text{frame_size} ← K_p × \text{error} + K_i × ierror + K_d × derror
    prev_error ← \text{error}
    last_time ← t
end
```

where,

\[ K_i = \frac{K_p \Delta t}{T_i} \quad K_d = \frac{K_p T_d}{\Delta t} \]

The design procedure is to tune the parameters of \( K_p \), \( K_i \) and \( K_d \). For this, we choose the Ziegler-Nichols method as a reference [60], which is a very popular online tuning strategy. First, we set \( K_i \) and \( K_d \) to zero and increase \( K_p \) until there is sustained and stable oscillation in the output. Once the critical gain (\( K_c \)) and the oscillation period (\( P_c \)) are obtained, the parameters can be set as in Equation 6.3. The tuning details are given in Section 6.4.

\[ K_p = 0.65K_c \quad T_i = 0.5 \times P_c \quad T_d = 0.125 \times P_c \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.3)

### 6.3 Implementation

The programming of PID function is pretty straightforward. The sketch of the program is listed in Table 6.1, where the `update` routine is executed at the sender side whenever an acknowledgement packet is received.

The main implementation issue is how to start the timer at the rendering tier. Figure 6.3 illustrates the problem. Suppose at the beginning of the first period, a macro-frame \( F_1 \) is pushed to the network by the capturing tier. After certain amount of time, the macro-frame is received by the rendering tier at time \( T_{rcv}(F_1) \). The question is how to determine an
appropriate deadline for macro-frame $F_1$, which depends on when we start the rendering timer. Seemingly, the most appropriate time to start the rendering timer is the time instant when the first bit of $F_1$ is received (i.e., $T_0$). However, since it is not easy to acquire this value we use a simple method of approximation.

![Figure 6.3: Initialization of the Rendering Timer](image)

Before the capturing timer starts, a small packet is sent to the rendering tier. The rendering tier records the receipt time of the packet, which we use as the start time of the rendering timer, $T_0$.

### 6.4 Evaluation

#### 6.4.1 Experiment Setup

We perform the experiment to evaluate the feasibility of the PID controller. For the data, we set the frame rate ($fr$) as 5 frames/second. Thus, the period is 200 ms. We set the deadline to be 20 ms ahead of the next period. For the networking, we use two different settings. In the first setting, we deploy one data sender at the University of California at...
Berkeley and one data receiver at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. For the second setting, we deploy one data sender at the uplink of the broadband network and one data receiver at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

6.4.2 Network Setting: UC Berkeley → UIUC

We use the Ziegler-Nichols method for tuning the control parameters. First we set $K_i = 0$ and $K_d = 0$, We find the critical gain $K_c$ around 380000. We then set $K_p = 247000$. We choose $P_c = \frac{2}{fr}$ and $\Delta t = fr$ with $fr = 5$ frames/second. Thus, we start to probe $K_i$ from 500000 and $K_d$ from 15000 as suggested by the Ziegler-Nichols method. The results of one set of parameters are plotted in Figure 6.4.

![Figure 6.4: Macro-frame Size with $K_p = 247000$, $K_i = 60000$ and $K_d = 1000$](image)

We run the test for 500 seconds. As shown in the figure, the frame size starts to converge at 110 seconds. In the stabilized area, the average frame size is 187 KBytes, indicating a throughput of 7.5 Mbps for one TCP connection. The standard deviation of frame size is 929 Bytes. We also plot the error in Figure 6.5. In the stabilized area, the average of absolute error is 0.001296 second and the standard deviation of error is 0.001324 second. Those results indicate that the converging is very fast, and the variation of frame size and
frame arrival is pretty small.

![Figure 6.5: Error with $K_p = 247000$, $K_i = 60000$ and $K_d = 1000$](image)

### 6.4.3 Network Setting: Broadband User → UIUC

We take similar approach for tuning the control parameters. We first find the critical gain $K_c$ around 15000 and 20000. We still choose $P_c = \frac{2}{f_r}$ and $\Delta t = f_r$ with $f_r = 5$ frames/second. Therefore, we derive $K_p = 10000$, $K_i = 40000$ and $K_d = 625$. We use above parameters and run the experiment for 300 seconds. The results are plotted in Figure 6.6.

As shown in the figure, the frame size starts to converge around 20 seconds. In the stabilized area, the average frame size is 24 KBytes, indicating an uplink throughput of 960 Kbps. The error is plotted in Figure 6.7. The average of absolute error in the stabilized area is 0.003803 second and the standard deviation is 0.003572 second.

We also try different settings of parameters. Figure 6.8 shows the result with $K_p = 10000$, $K_i = 20000$ and $K_d = 625$. We reduce the gain of $K_i$ and find that the time of convergence grows to around 35 seconds. However, the variation becomes much less.

In the following tests, we try two more settings with (1) $K_p = 10000$, $K_i = 20000$ and $K_d = 300$; and (2) $K_p = 10000$, $K_i = 20000$ and $K_d = 900$. The results are plotted in
Figure 6.6: Macro-frame size with $K_p = 10000$, $K_i = 40000$ and $K_d = 625$

Figure 6.7: Error with $K_p = 10000$, $K_i = 40000$ and $K_d = 625$

Figure 6.9(a) and Figure 6.9(b) respectively.
Figure 6.8: Macro-frame size with $K_p = 10000$, $K_i = 20000$ and $K_d = 625$

Figure 6.9: Streaming Control Performance with Different Settings of PID Gains

(a) $K_p = 10000$, $K_i = 20000$ and $K_d = 300$         (b) $K_p = 10000$, $K_i = 20000$ and $K_d = 900$
Chapter 7

Real-Time 3D Video Compression

For the service middleware layer, one major challenge is to accommodate the huge data rate from the application layer. This is especially true at higher frame resolutions and rates. Real-time 3D video compression is needed to alleviate this bandwidth requirement. Another challenge for 3D video compression lies in the diversity of data. Existing image/video compression algorithms such as JPEG, MPEG, and H.263 cannot be applied directly to 3D video compression because the video frame includes not only color information, but also depth information. Thus, we need to design a compression scheme that can handle both color and depth information.

7.1 Design Methodology

Because of their different properties, the color and depth data must be considered differently. The human visual system is relatively insensitive to variations in color. 2D compression algorithms such as MPEG and JPEG take advantage of this insensitivity by using lossy compression methods that still perform well on color video images. However, any loss of depth information may distort the rendered volumetric image. Therefore, we decided to use a lossless algorithm to compress the depth information. In addition, the compression scheme must meet the following goals.

- The compression and decompression must be performed fast enough for real-time interactive communication.
• There must be sufficient compression to accommodate the underlying bandwidth limitation.

• The compression algorithm should balance information loss against time and space cost to allow effective real-time transmission of 3D images with acceptable visual quality.

• The intra-stream compression algorithm must take into account particular 3D representations used in tele-immersive environments and should be compatible with inter-stream compression algorithms.

In the following sections, we present one intra-stream compression scheme for 3D depth images motivated by the design considerations given above.

7.2 Intra-stream Compression Scheme

We apply color reduction to compress the color information and then use zlib to further compress all the data, including the depth information. The scheme is denoted as CR-zlib scheme. Color reduction is a popular image compression technique [2, 1] that reduces the number of bits used to represent colors (e.g. reducing from 24 bits to 8 bits per pixel). Color reduction can maintain high visual quality in most cases. In addition, there are several reasons for using color reduction in the context of 3DTI environments.

• Color reduction is suitable in the case of simple color composition, which is typical in a tele-conferencing setup. For example, Figure 7.1 shows the distribution of colors in RGB space from 612 depth images captured in our 3DTI experiments, featuring a person moving against a blank background.

• As our experiments show, if the color composition is relatively constant, then the runtime overhead of color compression can be kept small. This property also fits well with 3DTI environments.
• Color reduction is a pixel-level operation that can be performed on a partial image (i.e. image with some of its pixels removed). Therefore, it can be easily combined with the rendering independency property.

![Color Distribution of 3DTI Video](image)

**Figure 7.1: Color Distribution of 3DTI Video**

### 7.2.1 Color Reduction

We briefly describe one color reduction algorithm tailored for 3DTI environments. The algorithm is based on ImageMagick [2], which contains three phases: classification, reduction, and assignment.

Color classification builds a color description tree for the image in RGB color space. In Figure 7.2, the root of the tree represents the entire space from \([0, 0, 0]\) to \([C_{\text{max}}, C_{\text{max}}, C_{\text{max}}]\) (usually \(C_{\text{max}} = 255\)). Each lower level is generated by subdividing the cube of one node into eight smaller cubes of equal size. For each pixel in the input image, classification scans downward from the root of the color description tree. At each level of the tree, it identifies the single node that represents a cube containing the color of the pixel and updates the statistics including the quantization error in that node.

Color reduction collapses the color description tree until the number it represents is at most the number of colors desired in the output image. The goal is to minimize the
numerical discrepancies between the original colors and quantized colors. For this, color reduction repeatedly prunes the tree. On any given iteration over the tree, it selects those nodes whose quantization error is minimal for pruning and merges their color statistics upward.

Finally, color assignment generates the output image from the pruned tree. It defines the color map of the output image and sets the color of each pixel via indexing into the color map. For the example of 24-bit to 8-bit color reduction, the output image contains the color map of 768 bytes and an index array of pixels that is one third the size of the original pixel array, achieving a total compression ratio close to 3.

7.2.2 zlib Compression

After color reduction, zlib [5] compression, a powerful, generic and openly available compression tool, is applied to the depth information along with the reduced color information to further improve the compression ratio.

The decompression follows similar steps in reverse except that color reduction is much simpler. Once the color map and the color index array are restored, the original color information can be easily recovered. As a summary, the overall compression and decompression
procedures are illustrated in Figure 7.2.2.

(a) Compression Diagram

(b) Decompression Diagram

7.2.3 Practical Issues

Color reduction is regarded as an expensive operation, which may affect the performance of real-time image transmission. However, because the basic color layout of the image frames in a tele-immersion session does not change dramatically (the colors of people’s hair, face and clothes do not change), we need not perform the full-fledged color reduction algorithm for each frame. Once the color description tree has been set up and properly pruned (via the classification and reduction phases), the output color-reduced image can be generated during the assignment phase. While the first frame of the session has to go through all three phases, the follow-up frames can simply reuse the tree generated in the first frame to generate the output image directly; this involves only the assignment phase. Since most compute-intensive operations of the algorithm happen during the classification and reduction phases, much computing overhead is saved.

Furthermore, a runtime monitoring feedback loop can be introduced at the sender side to periodically calculate the color reduction error. If the errors become consistently larger than a threshold, the original pruned tree has become less accurate at representing the color layout of the current scene. In this case, we rerun the entire algorithm on the current image frame to generate a new tree, and then continue the same procedure as described above. The larger computing cost can be amortized over $n$ frames. For tele-immersive environments, in
which the color layout is assumed to be very stable, the average value of \( n \) could be large.

As shown in the experimental results below, this compression scheme is very well suited to our problem domain, giving good compression ratios as well as good real-time performance and visual quality. Although color reduction is usually considered a time-consuming operation, we show that under the context of tele-immersive environments most of the computing overhead can be eliminated to achieve very high performance for 3D video compression.

7.3 Evaluation

For comparison, we introduce another scheme, JPEG-RH, which uses motion JPEG for color compression and run-length coding (RLE) plus Huffman coding for depth compression. For implementation, we use the Independent JPEG Group's library software. For the depth compression, we use the Basic Compression Library by Marcus Geelnard.

7.3.1 Evaluation Metrics

According to the design goals, we evaluate and compare the performance of the two compression schemes in terms of the time cost, compression ratio, and visual fidelity.

- **Time Cost.** The time cost represents the compression and decompression time for one image frame. For compression, we are also interested in measuring the time cost of the individual components: (1) for the CR-zlib Scheme, the time cost of each phase of color reduction and zlib compression, (2) for the JPEG-RH Scheme, the cost of color and depth compression.

- **Compression Ratio** (CR). The compression ratio is defined as: \( CR = \frac{\text{size of original data}}{\text{size of compressed data}} \).

- **Visual Fidelity.** The video fidelity is measured in terms of the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), which is commonly used as a measure of reconstruction quality in image compression.
7.3.2 Environment

We have implemented both compression schemes in C/C++ on the Linux operating system and tested our code on Dell Precision 450 (Dual Xeon processor with 1 GBytes memory) computers running Fedora Core 2. We decided to integrate our compression algorithm with the UIUC/UC Berkeley tele-immersion system so that we could (1) transmit the compressed frames and ensure that our compression and decompression were correct and (2) evaluate the performance of the system with our compression installed as compared with the base system.

For testing and evaluation, we used a 3D video scene pre-recorded in the tele-immersive environment that shows a person and his physical movement (Figure ??). Currently, our system uses an image resolution of 320 × 240. Each uncompressed video stream in our test tele-immersive recording contains 612 depth frames with a total per-stream size of 235 MBytes (612 × 320 × 240 × 5).

In establishing our testing and evaluation environment, we wanted to reuse the existing system as much as possible. Therefore, we integrated the compression and decompression code into the service middleware layer. This integration made the compression and decompression transparent to the capturing and rendering tiers and allowed us to deploy the code with minimal system modification. The experimentation consisted of several runs, each involving the compression and decompression of individual video frames as follows. The service gateway at the sender end compressed a frame and transmitted it to the receiver, where it was decompressed and compared with a local copy of the original frame to measure degradation of visual fidelity.

7.3.3 Compression Time

Table 7.1 shows the compression time of both schemes. The time unit is one millisecond (ms). For the CR-zlib scheme, the most expensive operation in terms of time taken is color classification and reduction with an average around 35 ms. However, as mentioned earlier,
it is reasonable to assume a stable color layout in a tele-conferencing environment such that the classification and reduction phases need to be performed only for the first frame of the session or every $n$ frames based on a monitoring mechanism. In between, frames may omit the classification and reduction steps. For a stable color layout, $n$ could be large (e.g. $n = 100$). Therefore, the average compression time can be taken as around 10 ms, as we assume an average recalculation period of 10 seconds and a frame rate of 10 frames per second.

For the JPEG-RH scheme, the average compression time is around 13 ms. The color (JPEG) compression performed better than the depth compression (even though the color contains more data). This is probably because (1) the depth compression uses two different types of compression (run-length encoding and Huffman coding), (2) the JPEG implementation we use may be more efficient than the implementations of RLE and Huffman coding, and (3) the Huffman coding implementation recomputes the Huffman table for each frame, whereas JPEG uses a fixed Huffman table.

The timing results of both compression schemes are quite good, with even the worst time being around 20 ms and well below 100 msec, which is the basic requirement for processing 10 3D frames per second. These results show that our compression schemes are feasible for the 3D video processing demanded by the 3DTI environments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7.1: Compression Time of Two Schemes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) CR-zlib Scheme (unit: ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zlib compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) JPEG-RH Scheme (unit: ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>color compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>depth compression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.3.4 Decompression Time

Table 7.2 shows the decompression times for both schemes. The decompression time of the CR-zlib scheme is better than that of the JPEG-RH scheme (with average 1.7 ms versus 9.2 ms). For the JPEG-RH scheme, the color decoding (JPEG) is on average faster than encoding, but depth decoding is significantly slower than depth encoding. This agrees with the manual for the Basic Compression Library we use for Huffman coding, which states that decoding is slower than encoding.

Table 7.2: Decompression Time of Two Schemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(a) CR-zlib Scheme (unit: ms)</th>
<th>(b) JPEG-RH Scheme (unit: ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>min</td>
<td>avg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decompression</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3.5 Compression Ratio

Table 7.3 gives the compression ratio achieved for the 612 depth frames. The performance of compression is very impressive (with a compression ratio of 25.9 for the CR-zlib scheme and 15.4 for the JPEG-RH scheme), which implies that on average the overall frame size (both color and depth) can be shrunk from 384 KBytes ($5 \times 320 \times 240$) to below 15 KBytes. This excellent compression reflects the large amount of spatial redundancy in the 3D depth image, which consists of a person moving against an empty background (Figure ??). For color compression, color reduction and JPEG have comparable average compression performance. On the other hand, the depth compression performed by zlib is better than RLE plus Huffman coding.

7.3.6 Visual Fidelity

The visual fidelity of the color information after decompression is measured using PSNR (in dB). The results are given in Table 7.4, which indicates that both schemes have high
Table 7.3: Compression Ratio of Two Schemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(a) CR-zlib Scheme</th>
<th>(b) JPEG-RH Scheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>min</td>
<td>avg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>color ratio</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall ratio</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

compression quality, with the CR-zlib scheme achieving slightly better fidelity to the original image.

Table 7.4: PSNR of Two Schemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(a) CR-zlib Scheme (unit: dB)</th>
<th>(b) JPEG-RH Scheme (unit: dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>min</td>
<td>avg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>color</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also visually judge the image quality by comparing two similar frames before and after data compression as in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4. No subjective quality degradation is observed. We note that in many tele-immersion scenarios such as the one shown, the color layout of the image is rather simple, which yields unnoticeable degradation.

Figure 7.3: Visual Quality before Compression
7.3.7 Lessons Learned

For color compression, the performance data indicates that color reduction could be a better choice than JPEG in terms of compression time, compression ratio, and visual fidelity. However, the time cost of color reduction depends largely on the particular tele-immersive video being processed. If the color change of the scene occurs very frequently and dramatically, then JPEG may give a much better performance. Hence as an extension, we propose a periodic monitoring and switching mechanism which operates at two levels. In the lower level, a monitoring thread decides whether a full-fledged execution of color reduction is necessary by measuring quality after decompression. In the higher level, if the most recent window of history shows a higher overhead for color reduction, the monitor may (depending on other factors such as bandwidth estimation) decide to switch to JPEG compression. The switching between the two schemes is very flexible as the compression method can be indicated in the frame header by using one extra bit. For depth compression, the performance of zlib is better than run length coding plus Huffman coding, though this is primarily an implementation issue of the different compression libraries.
Chapter 8

Related Work

We summarize previous work in five main aspects: (1) existing systems, (2) 3D compression, (3) multi-stream coordination, (4) view-based camera/stream selection, and (5) multicast-based content dissemination.

8.1 Existing Systems

Existing tele-conferencing and tele-immersive systems can be classified into three categories: (1) tele-conferencing systems over COTS computing platforms and existing Internet, (2) tele-presence systems relying on augmented OS/middleware support and, (3) tele-immersive systems over advanced networking service.

8.1.1 Tele-conferencing Systems over COTS Components

Most video conferencing systems widely in use today fall into the first category. Examples include PolyCom, Microsoft NetMeeting, WebEx, etc. These systems aim to provide point-to-point or limited multi-point communication for desktop users. Only a single view is available for each user through a 2D web camera. Since such systems produce medium or low quality video and audio stream compressed using standardized media format (H.263, MPEG4, etc.), the bandwidth requirement is largely compatible with a variety of networking environments including DSL and ISDN connections.
8.1.2 Tele-presence Systems over Augmented Components

Solutions in the second category aim to provide users the tele-presence experience beyond the single 2D view. In [15] and [20], participants of video conference are grouped and tiled into synthetic environments such as virtual auditorium or digital amphitheater. Coliseum [10] is a desktop-based immersive conferencing system. Here, the 3D view of a user is captured by multiple cameras, extracted from background, then reconstructed and embedded into the virtual environment. Finally, 2D video is created by locally rendering the 3D scene from the user-defined viewpoint, then streamed to the network. A commonality shared by these applications is that the transport services of current commodity operating systems (e.g., Windows) do not satisfy their demands for the media streaming purpose. Therefore, advanced software modules or middleware framework are developed to enhance the existing transport service to effectively support these applications. In [15] and [20], frame tiling and stream merging functions are provided to produce synthetic media stream. [10] created Nizza, a middleware framework to simplify the development of the media streaming subsystem.

8.1.3 Tele-immersive Systems over Advanced Networking Service

Solutions in the last category include Virtue [47], MetaVerse [41, 48], and the National Tele-Immersion Initiative [31, 39, 51]. These systems aim to provide teleimmersive realism to users. Similar to Coliseum [10], they rely on multiple cameras to capture the 3D scene. However, after reconstruction, the 3D data stream, instead of the 2D rendered view, is transmitted to the network. The advantage of this choice is to give users maximum freedom to watch the 3D scene from any viewpoint and change it anytime he/she wishes to do so. In case more than one user are present at a local site such as a conferencing room with multiple displays, they can also share the same 3D video stream by watching it from different
viewpoints. Due to the huge volume of 3D data stream, it poses significant challenges to the current transport service and the capacity of the traditional Internet infrastructure itself. The Tele-Immersion system developed by UNC Chapel Hill is deployed over the Internet2, in order to cope with its considerable traffic demand. The entire architecture of the network transport service also needs complete innovation. [52] proposed a cluster-to-cluster architecture. Here, gateways are inserted at both ends of the path, which aggregate and regulate all data flows through them. This solution was shown to well address the synchronous arrival and racing condition among multiple camera streams. In [48], an overlay-based multi-path routing service was introduced for efficient delivery of multiple streams. It is shown that by utilizing redundant paths provided by the overlay routing service, the aggregate bandwidth is significantly augmented, in comparison to the case of single end-to-end path. Other than attempts to modify the network transport service, many efforts are also made to design novel 3D data compression techniques. In [31], a 3D data compression scheme was proposed, which exploits the fact that many pixels in the 3D space are captured by multiple cameras. In order to remove these redundant points, one reference stream is chosen, which is used by other streams to remove the redundant pixels already appearing in the reference stream.

8.2 3D Compression

The 3D data model has a direct impact on the design of compression algorithms. Therefore, we divide the related work into three categories based on the underlying data models and present them in the order of relevance to our work including: (1) compression based on depth images, (2) compression based on volumetric data, and (3) compression based on triangular meshes.
8.2.1 Depth Image Compression

The data model of the first category is used in 3DTI environments as described in Chapter 2. Under this model, a 3D image (i.e., *macro-frame*) is represented with multiple 2D depth images captured by individual 3D cameras from different viewpoints at the same time instant. In contrast to an ordinary 2D image, the depth image has extra depth information for every pixel. There are two major compression methods: *inter-stream* and *intra-stream* compression. In inter-stream compression [31, 29], the 2D image closest to the viewpoint of the user is selected as the reference image, which is not compressed. Other images are compared with the reference image to remove redundant pixels within a certain threshold of depth distance. The method decreases the total number of pixels that need to be rendered as the non-reference images are reduced to differential images. The problems of inter-stream compression include the considerable communication overhead involved in broadcasting the reference image and the diminishing redundancy between images of larger viewpoint difference. To alleviate these problems, a two-level referencing and grouping scheme is applied. In addition, the performance of compression ratio is highly associated with the density of cameras. In one experiment ([31]), 22 3D cameras are deployed with a horizontal field of 42° to achieve a five to one compression ratio.

Intra-stream compression schemes ([56, 30]) process each stream individually without cross-stream comparison. In [56], color and depth components are compressed using different algorithms. The color is compressed using lossy compression while the depth using lossless compression. In [30], video stream encoding is extended to encode color and depth. Results indicate that a better compression ratio is achieved when color and depth are encoded using separate motion vectors. Intra-stream compression has several advantages. First, it achieves better scalability, since the overhead related to the number of streams is almost trivial as compared with inter-stream compression. Second, the compression ratio of intra-stream compression is consistently better than that of inter-stream compression with comparable
quality. Unlike the latter, the performance is not affected by the density of cameras as each stream is compressed separately.

The coding of multiple correlated video streams or multi-view video coding (MVC) has recently become an active topic including, for example, a multiview transcoder [8] and ISO survey of MVC algorithms [7]. The common idea is to augment MPEG encoding scheme with cross-stream prediction to exploit spatial redundancy among different streams. However, as pointed out earlier cross-stream compression could involve very high overhead. Most implemented systems we have seen so far still encode each stream independently such as a multi-view video system [34] and a 3D TV prototype [35].

### 8.2.2 Volumetric Data Compression

The volumetric data model in the second category refers to a regular 3D grid whose voxels contain RGB or grayscale information. The 3D data are derived from a discrete collection of samples generated by scientific simulations or by volumetric imaging scanners such as computerized tomography (CT) scanners. The typically large size of the resulting voxel datasets has been a driving factor in research targeting compression of volumetric images. For example, one 3D image from the male dataset of the National Library of Medicine (NLM) contains 1,878 cross-sectional (2D) images (slices) taken at 1mm intervals. The slice has a resolution of 512 × 512, and each voxel needs 16 bits to store grayscale information. The 3D wavelet transform [53, 25, 9] is the most important compression method for this data model; it is an extension of 2D wavelet compression techniques for 2D images. To perform a 3D wavelet transform, a 3D image is first divided into unit blocks of size 16 × 16 × 16 to take advantage of the spatial coherence in the cube. The wavelet coefficients are computed for each unit block. Non-zero coefficients are then further processed using quantization and entropy encoding. Although the 3D wavelet transform achieves a very high compression ratio, its application to the 3D video of tele-immersive environments is not straightforward and the overhead of the algorithm may offset its advantages. For example, it is not beneficial to
apply a 3D wavelet transform on a sparse dataset such as the contour of the subject. To make a wavelet transform more efficient in a tele-immersive context, a transformation function is needed to first pack the data into a more dense volumetric form while maintaining a high spatial coherence within unit blocks. This function may involve significant time cost.

### 8.2.3 Triangular Meshes Compression

The last category of triangular meshes represents the most widely used 3D geometric model in computer graphics for purposes such as manufacturing, scientific computation, and gaming due to the fact that polygonal surfaces can be efficiently triangulated. The triangular representation of 3D geometry has two major components: vertex coordinates and triangles, and their associated properties including color. As complex scene representations may contain millions of triangles, the amount of data required to store such scenes may be quite large. On average, the number of triangles is twice the number of vertices, and each type of data may exhibit different kinds of data redundancy. Hence, the popular mesh compression algorithms treat vertices and triangles differently. The vertex data can be compressed using the *vertex spanning tree* as in the Topological Surgery approach [49] adopted by the MPEG-4 standard. The spanning tree is constructed to exploit spatial coherence, or the observation that proximity of the nodes in the tree often implies geometric proximity of the corresponding vertices. The ancestors of the tree can be used as predictors and only the differences between the predicted and actual values encoded. The differences are further processed using quantization and entropy coding. The property information can be compressed in a similar way. For triangle data, the basic unit of compression is the *triangle strip* which defines a particular order of traversal such that each new triangle can be represented by adding one vertex. Among triangle-based compression techniques proposed, *Edgebreaker* [45, 46] is the most advanced scheme; it encodes the traversal using an alphabet of five symbols with an overall performance of less than 2 bits per triangle. Recent efforts [32, 33, 46] aim to reduce the number of bits per triangle and extend the basic scheme to more arbitrary topologies. 3D
compression based on triangular meshes achieves a very high compression ratio. However, the challenge of applying this technique lies in the real-time and automatic acquisition of 3D models, which is currently an active research area.

8.3 Multi-stream Coordination

Coordination Protocol (CP) proposed in [39, 40] is a transport layer mechanism used for coordinating multiple streams in cluster-to-cluster applications. The protocol resides on the stack of the aggregation point (AP) which is a special host where all streams converge before an out-going shared path and must be under the local administrative control. For one cluster-to-cluster connection, a pair of AP’s are needed to cooperate. To use the protocol, an application first registers its streams with the AP. Then the AP monitors the link status of each stream (e.g., round trip time, loss rate and available bandwidth) by exchanging the information in the protocol header. The per stream information aggregated by the AP can be retrieved by the application.

The advantage of CP is that it provides a general means where per stream information can be collected and disseminated for high level multi-stream management. The changes needed are restricted to the end-to-end scope instead of intermediate routers. However, the real question of how to coordinate multiple correlated streams is not answered.

8.4 View-based Camera/Stream Selection

View-based multi-stream selection has been used in 3DTI environments for two reasons. First, image-based vision techniques are shown to be a feasible solution for real-time 3D video systems ([6, 8]), where multiple cameras are distributed to reconstruct the 3D model from images taken in real scenes. However, image-based techniques require tremendous computational power and network resource if a large number of video streams need to be
processed in full scale. Second, as mentioned earlier the interactivity of dynamic view selection is the key feature of 3D video application. Therefore, the user view information provides a natural hint for multi-stream selection.

In the 3D video pipeline ([38]) implemented for the telepresence project ([22]), the video system installs 16 CCD cameras covering 360°. During the runtime, 3 cameras are selected for the texture and 5 cameras for reconstruction based on the user view. The concern of adaptation is more focused on the 3D video processing and encoding part to make it affordable within resource limitations. However, the issue of how to adapt the data according to the bandwidth and user requirement, and the related spatial and temporal quality loss has not been addressed.

In other cases, the limitation of human’s viewpoint is exploited to facilitate the design and implementation of 3D video systems. For example, a prototype of group video teleconferencing system [55] is implemented which uses a linear array of cameras mounted horizontally at eye level to capture a compact light field as an approximation for light field rendering.

8.5 Multicast-based Content Dissemination

The most important application of the ViewCast concept is in the multi-party/multi-stream environment for QoS management, which distinguishes it from available protocols and techniques in several aspects.

Multicast protocols including application level multicast (e.g., [26, 11, 24]) are mostly concerned with efficient transmission of particular stream(s) for a group of receivers. In contrast, ViewCast is a higher-level concept which is focused on the coordination of multi-streaming among multiple groups.

The related awareness driven model has been applied in collaborative virtual environment ([21, 44, 23]) for quality of service management. Given the awareness information of the user, the model dynamically selects the set of sources and the quality. Usually, each source
represents one audio/video stream with multiple levels. However, the limitation of the model is its incapability of handling multiple correlated streams at each source and among sources as required in multi-party/multi-stream systems. For example, in [23] a multi-sender 3D videoconferencing application is implemented where certain 3D effect is created by placing the 2D image of each participant in the virtual space. So each user is represented by one 2D stream. In their work, stream selection is used to reduce the downlink traffic of each user based on the orientation of the view and the visibility. Streams that are not considered as visible will not be sent to a particular user. The application of stream selection is much simpler than the case of 3DTI environments where each user is represented by multiple streams.
Chapter 9

Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis addresses the problem of supporting 3DTI tele-immersive environments over general computing and networking infrastructure for broader audience. Our work will enable future generation of tele-immersive collaboration. We have presented a distributed service middleware framework to support view-aware multi-stream coordination, which includes the view-based stream differentiation layer, the stream coordination layer, and the streaming control layer. The organization of this chapter is as follows. First, we summarize our major contributions. Then, we briefly discuss possible future research directions.

9.1 Contributions

In an attempt to design and implement a distributed service middleware management framework for QoS-provisioning and for supporting the Internet killer-application of 3DTI environments, this thesis makes the following special contributions.

- **Integrated service middleware framework.** We propose a novel cross-layer framework to integrate various design concerns at different layers. From taking the view-oriented approach, accommodating stream coordination, down to manipulating compression and transmission at the lower layer, the framework manages every aspect of the 3DTI content dissemination. Thus, it can deliver high-quality QoS management for 3DTI application by properly controlling different service components.
• **View-oriented QoS provisioning.** Unlike previous systems which apply stream-level QoS management, we are making the breakthrough by the argument that QoS management in the multi-stream scenario should focus on the user view. The view-oriented approach not only provides more flexibility and adaptability but also a much more clear guidance to reach high-quality QoS management.

• **View-based content dissemination.** Traditional content dissemination structures are focused on delivering a set of streams. There is almost none or very little coordination in the dissemination. For the first time, we claim that it is to the common benefit of all content consumer that coordination should be performed. Using the *view* as the high-level quality criterion, we can prioritize the delivery topology to make it more efficient.

### 9.2 Future Work

The request for the next generation of communication will never end. Open questions still exist in realizing fully automatic QoS management system for 3DTI environments. We discuss several of the most interesting and challenging ones as follows.

• **Smart view management.** The theme of 3DTI environments revolves around the view idea. During the 3DTI session, the end user arbitrarily selects his/her view to get desirable visual effect. The next generation 3DTI system should provide automatic view management service. The advantage is to let the user fully enjoy the immersive environment with less intrusiveness of tracking devices. The view management will also have better cooperation with the underlying view-based content dissemination infrastructure.

• **Finer granularity multi-party viewCast.** Currently, ViewCast operates at the stream granularity which either selects or drops the whole stream. A more interesting
study would be to investigate view dissemination at finer granularity.

- **Multi-stream transcoding.** In the current ViewCast structure, each stream is transmitted independently. When user views are distributed in a relatively concentrated area range, a possible approach is to perform 3D multi-stream transcoding to generate a new set of streams which would improve the quality than using the original streams.
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